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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
IDENTIFYING TRAFFIC SAFETY NEEDS –
A SYSTEMATIC APPROACH
Introduction
The Indiana Department of Transportation (INDOT) manages
road safety in Indiana through safety emphasis areas, identifica-
tion of safety needs within these areas, and development and
implementation of transportation interventions that address the
safety needs. Indiana applies system-wide performance screening
to state roads using the somewhat limited, non-integrated tools
available to date. A site-specific countermeasure development and
evaluation process (scoring) is being used to determine essential
project intent and merit or cost-effectiveness.
This project addresses the need for a unifying approach to data-
driven identification of safety emphasis areas and safety improve-
ment projects via a systematic evaluation of safety needs in the
Indiana road network. Such a method must utilize a database that
integrates the Indiana state network, traffic, road inventory, and
crash data.
Findings
A method for safety screening of state roads in Indiana has been
developed with the following screening tasks in mind:
(1) Identification of high crash locations (segments, intersection,
ramps and bridges), corridors, and areas in terms of high
crash frequency, crash rate, or proportion of a particular
crash type.
(2) Facilitate program-based screening (e.g., shoulder widening,
median improvement etc.).
(3) Facilitate special programs and projects (e.g., five percent
report)
In order to ensure the versatility of screening tasks and the data
maintenance, four components are included in the screening tool:
(1) Data management, (2) Standard screening, (3) Roads
clustering and special studies, (4) Results presentation.
The data management includes updating the existing data by
reaching to renewable sources for data, reformatting the source
data to meet the standards of the master database, integrating
these data into tables that meet certain specifications, and
replacing the existing data. The data management procedures
include ArcGIS geo-processing and VBA-implemented and Model
Builder codes that are not packaged as a single module but which
are used separately as needed to maintain flexibility of the data
management process.
A window-based user interface, query editor, facilitates selec-
tion of criteria for safety screening. To help the user build a query,
the selection criteria have been grouped into four categories:
geographical scope (state, county, etc.), element (segment, town-
ship, etc.), crash criteria, and road criteria. The query is translated
to SQL and sent to the screening engine. The results include safety
performance measures such as crash frequencies, rates, and
proportion together with basic statistical indicators.
Road segments and intersections that exhibit an excessive
number of crashes may be concentrated along longer road
sections. Clustering these elements may reveal large scale safety
issues that otherwise might be overlooked if the screening analysis
is focus on individual spots.
The geo-coded results can be sorted in a table or displayed on
GIS maps with Google Earth or ArcGIS to visualize the spatial
distribution of the identified high-crash roads.
Implementation
The developed tool includes two major parts: data management
component which is a collection of procedures and tools to
facilitate data renewal and integration. Data management is
complex but it is repeated only once a year or two years. The
second part includes the screening and clustering tools that have a
convenient user interface and are fed by datasets prepared in the
data management process and optimized for screening. Screening
and clustering have convenient user interfaces as they are expected
to be run more frequently than the data management component.
A research report describes the concept and statistical funda-
mentals of the screening and clustering operations. A user manual
developed as the part of the project includes an example study and
is meant to help train the INDOT personnel. A sequence of hand-
on workshop are helpful in facilitate the implementation.
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1. INTRODUCTION
1.1. Background
In 2010, the commissioner of the Indiana Department
of Transportation (INDOT), signed Indiana’s revised
Strategic Highway Safety Plan (SHSP). SHSP, with
INDOT as the lead agency, was developed coopera-
tively with several other state and federal agencies with a
comprehensive approach to reducing traffic crash
injuries and deaths through coordinated engineering,
education, enforcement, and emergency response (the
4E’s). The mission expressed in the document’s pre-
amble reads: ‘‘The quality of crash data and our ability to
analyze what it reveals has improved, providing a better
picture of where and how to focus our traffic safety efforts
to achieve maximum effect… Safety is one of the three
core values at the heart of planning, designing, building
and operating a transportation system.’’
Strategies corresponding to the emphasis areas were
identified and agencies like INDOT, Indiana Criminal
Justice Institute, Indiana State Police were appointed to
lead the efforts in their areas. The plan emphasizes the
importance of an integrated approach to traffic safety,
data analyses, application of the latest research, and
best practices from across the U.S. as a means of
generating a sound basis and tools for safety manage-
ment decisions.
INDOT has a primary role in addressing transporta-
tion infrastructure as it relates to traffic safety, mindful
of the Highway Safety Improvement Program (HSIP)
in its approach to addressing traffic safety performance
and, correspondingly, adoption of emphasis areas for
analysis and project selection. Population of the safety
program with projects by the Traffic Safety Office is
currently in process with system-wide performance
screening using the somewhat limited, non-integrated
tools available to date. A site-specific countermeasure
development and evaluation process (scoring) is being
used to determine essential project intent and merit or
cost-effectiveness.
This method and associated (computer) applications
does not readily and efficiently permit development of a
truly systematic and optimized traffic safety program
capable of automating the linkage of actual crash
records/data to INDOT’s road inventory to traffic
volume assignments to performance/prediction models
to site-specific analysis (of relative risk and positive
countermeasures), all in a geo-spatial format. A
unifying approach and a tool for determining the most
relevant safety emphasis areas are needed that would
lead to selection of the most cost-effective population of
projects having the most favorable effect on statewide
traffic safety performance. SPR-3315 was thus pro-
posed to develop a comprehensive method of identify-
ing road safety needs.
Although the project includes a strong practical
component and a well-defined product, it also addresses
certain fundamental questions, including identification
of specific crash problems and problem areas related to
both roads and drivers.
1.2. Literature Review
The development of strategic highway safety plans
and associated research efforts have been performed in
many states. The Iowa Department of Transportation
developed their Strategic Highway Safety Plan in 1999.
Following this strategic plan, there have been many
research projects for the Iowa DOT to systematically
identify high crash locations. A similar study (1)
identifies hazardous locations by integrating a Geo-
graphic Information Management System (GIMS) and
a Geographic Information System Accident Analysis
and Location System (GIS-ALAS) database. This
particular study focused mainly on five crash types,
namely, horizontal curve, fixed object, rural four lane
expressway intersection, and urban four-lane undivided
corridor crashes. Since both databases were based on a
GIS system, it was straightforward process for them to
analyze the situation on a case by case basis. The crash
ranking was based on the summation of the frequency
rank, crash rate rank, and dollar cost rank; and the
lowest value was considered the best overall crash
ranking. Special emphasis was given to a horizontal
curve detection technique utilizing a GIS application.
The latest federal transportation act, SAFETEA-LU,
created the Highway Safety Improvement Program
(HSIP) for the purpose of reducing traffic fatalities and
serious injuries on public roads. Prior to SAFETEA-
LU, traffic safety was not a ‘‘core’’ program, but merely
a set-aside of the Surface Transportation Program
(STP). Unlike almost all other funding programs,
SAFETEA-LU mandates that every state submit the
following annual reports to FHWA: (a) HSIP report,
High Risk Rural Roads (HRRR) report, Section 130
report (related to the use of rail crossing safety funds),
and a report describing not less than five percent of
their highway locations exhibiting the most severe
safety needs. The HSIP, HRRR, and Section 130
reports must report not only on the preceding year’s
project-by-project federal-aid expenditures, but also
present before-and-after effectiveness reports (three
years pre- and post-construction; again, project by
project) in terms of reduced crashes, notably fatal and
severe injury events. INDOT’s reports are prepared by
the Traffic Safety Office. In particular, the Five Percent
Report that must be prepared annually starting from
2006 required a new scope for development and
implementation of state-wide screening techniques.
Two examples of such efforts are mentioned below.
In Indiana, crash screening and ranking has been
conducted for the last few years as a joint effort of
INDOT and the Center for Road Safety (CRS) of Purdue
University (2). Crash assignment methodologies for
INDOT crash screening are based on a GIS technique,
and the assignment is performed in ArcGIS. Separate
tools were developed for network splitting, link and
intersection identification, crash database processing,
and, finally, for crash assignment. Since 2008, local
roads have been considered in the screening process and
relatively complicated interchange configurations have
1 Joint Transportation Research Program Technical Report FHWA/IN/JTRP-2012/08
been brought into the safety screening process. Separate
crash rankings based on road location (segment vs.
intersection), jurisdiction (state vs. local), and types
have been considered in the Five Percent Report for the
last three years. The ranking of state and local roads was
performed by computing the Crash Cost Index (I),
which is the difference between actual crash cost and
typical crash cost divided by a standard deviation of
these two parameters. The typical crash cost is based on
the expected value of safety performance functions
(SPFs) which consider only exposure variables in their
models. For state roads, these SPFs were developed by a
negative binomial model. For local roads, due to the
lack of an important predictor variable, land-use expo-
sure variables were considered to develop the typical
crash frequency or crash rate and a data-mining
technique was used.
The Delaware Department of Transportation
(DDOT), in their 2007 Five Percent Report, used a linear
reference milepost system to identify high crash locations
(3). Only the state roadway systems are investigated in
their five percent report because the suburban and
municipal roadway systems were not included in their
linear reference system. The roadway classifications
include urban/rural, two-lane, and multilane divided/
undivided categories. A total of 29 different roadway
types were detected and a crash rate (CR) for each
category was calculated. The Critical Crash Rate
(CCR), which actually represents the statistical test of
significance of the calculated crash rate, was estimated
for each 0.30 mile segment of roadway. The critical
ratio, which is the ratio of the CR and the CCR, if
greater than or equal to 1, signifies that the segment is a
candidate location. The report also contains the
potential or already considered improvements and their
estimated cost.
The use of GIS in identifying high crash locations
has become a more promising method, and GIS
methods have been successfully implemented in many
INDOT projects. Some tools have been invented for
easy manipulation and integration of a crash and GIS
database (e.g., PASS-INPASS (4). Although GIS tech-
niques have been used for a decade in crash identifica-
tion and screening, researchers are trying to explore a
more sophisticated use of GIS in solving certain safety
problems. An important study (5) presented a macro-
scopic and microscopic case study of certain problem-
solving processes using GIS techniques. The macro-
scopic model showed the use of a grid-based system in
identifying potentially hazardous zones (e.g., areas
where children are traveling to school are potentially
vulnerable). A similar approach could be used to study
crashes with alcohol involvement. Therefore, a GIS tool
could be used for adopting interventions like education
or patrolling and enforcement in specific regions. In
another study, the applicability of grid-based and
network-based techniques in screening and clustering
of high crash locations was studied (6).
Some local government agencies have actively been
considering GIS-based hazardous location identification
systems. One such example is the South East Michigan
Council of Government (SEMCOG), which has online
GIS crash mapping for high crash locations. GIS
methods have also been studied to identify clusters of
crashes, where the Simple and Kernel Methods were
studied to estimate the density of crashes (7). The
Simple Method uses a preset number of cells in which
the simple ratio of the crash number and a typical
circular search area represent the cell density. The
Kernel Method uses a method whereby a circle is drawn
around each crash and kernel values are calculated using
the quadratic kernel function available in ArcGIS. The
sum of the overlapping kernel values represents the cell
density. A specific cluster of pedestrian hot spots were
calculated by a composite method which uses crash rates
based on pedestrian volume and population in the area,
as well as computed crash density based on the Simple
or Kernel Methods.
In addition to crashes caused by the roadway
geometry or an operational deficiency, the identifica-
tion of zones having driver behavioral issues have been
considered in many past research projects. Tarko et al.
(8) proposed a method based jointly on the statistical
significance and the excess of crashes above a typical
number estimated with macroscopic safety performance
functions (8). Use of the safety performance index
(SPI) calculated for a geographical region, such as a
county or city, was considered in a study for the state of
Michigan (9). SPI is the sum of the weighted frequency
of PDO, fatal, and injury crashes, with special focus on
crash frequency (i.e., crashes due to alcohol intoxica-
tion) with a composite rate of all crash types, with
population, registered vehicles, VMT, etc. as the
exposure variables.
The identification process is non-trivial and the
methods for selecting candidate road locations are
numerous. Apart from advanced techniques for crash
assignment, the screening technique also requires the
statistically significant locations having safety issues
which need to be addressed on a priority basis under
the constraints of a limited budget. For this reason,
statistical control techniques have been suggested for
identifying hazardous locations (10), whereby a
particular location was considered hazardous if the
number of crashes at the location was higher than the
upper control limit. A similar concept was proposed by
Rudy (11) and Morin (12) for crash rates. Nakmoon
et al. (13) proposed a quality control method based on
negative binomial distribution. The distribution is
determined from the variability of crash counts in the
sample of similar type locations.
Estimating the expected number of crashes at a
location is the central interest of the majority of statistical
methods. The multivariate regression model proposed by
Jorgensen (14) calculates the expected numbers of
crashes at locations. Abbess et al. (15) and Maher (16)
found that negative binomial distribution can be used to
describe crash variability across locations. A loglinear
regression model to calculate the expected number of
crashes was proposed by Maycock and Maher (17).
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Jorgensen (14) proposed to prioritize locations accord-
ing to the difference between the reported and expected
numbers of crashes divided by the square root of the
expected frequency of crashes.
The introduction of data mining and similar
approaches for crash prediction such as fuzzy logic,
neural network, and classification trees (18, 19, 20)
opened a wide spectrum of methodologies to handle
complicated and vast amounts of data in a relatively
easy way. Since the local road network is the largest
part of a road network for any public road system,
which often lacks important exposure variables like
ADT, developing appropriate safety performance
functions is a difficult process. A set of surrogate
variables like land-use and demographic data and
network characteristics have been proven to be a good
set of variables for safety performance function (21).
This study also showed that an advanced data mining
application performs well over the conventional nega-
tive binomial model.
AASHTO (22) first addition of the Highway Safety
Manual (HSM) provides the factual information and
tools to facilitate roadway planning, design, operations,
and maintenance decisions based on consideration of
their safety consequences. The primary focus of the
HSM is the introduction and development of analytical
tools for predicting the impact of transportation project
and program decisions on road safety. The manual’s
biggest contribution is promoting analytical and data-
based decision making in safety management. There still
a great need for developing safety-management tools
and processes for specific regions and jurisdictions that
fit well local conditions and data availability. The HSM
is quite useful in regions where local tools and methods
and lacking.
1.3. Objective and Scope of Work
The primary objective of this research project was to
develop a comprehensive safety identification tool to
address statewide INDOT safety investment needs. A
detailed list of the research objectives and scope of
work are shown below:
N Identify INDOT-administered roads with safety needs
based on an excessive number of crashes in certain
categories (severe, off-road, head-on, night, etc.). The
scope of this specific objective is state roadway elements
like segments, intersections, ramps, and bridges.
N Develop a method of screening the road network for road
deficiencies. Again, state roadway elements (e.g., seg-
ments, intersections, ramps, and bridges) are considered
for screening for roadway deficiencies.
N Develop a method of identifying area-wide safety
problems, such as aggressive driving, speeding, motor-
cycles, young drivers, etc. Certain geographic units (e.g.,
county, township, and city) were identified as the possible
scope for implementing area-wide screening.
N Develop a user interface for safety screening and
implementing the tool for screening as well as training
INDOT personnel to use the tool.
1.4. Organization of the report
Chapter 1 introduces the study with a summary of
past research and the specific objectives and scope of the
study. Chapter 2 discusses the research approach and
the safety screening tool concept. Chapter 3 discusses
the efforts of creating and updating the master database
as a part of data management. Chapter 4 discusses the
components of the screening tool, including the selec-
tion criteria, statistical concepts, and methodology used
in ranking road elements. Chapter 5 describes the
clustering module and an example of special studies
(five-percent report). Chapter 6 provides basic informa-
tion regarding results presentation using the standard
features of ArcGIS. Chapter 7 summarizes the results.
Appendix A describes the data structure and defini-
tions that are included in the database utilized in the
road network screening and accessed via the developed
user interface. A separate Volume 2 provides a user
manual for the developed database management
process, the developed road network screening tool,
and the data display with standard ArcGIS features.
2. RESEARCH APPROACH AND CONCEPT OF
THE TOOL
2.1. Research Approach
Safety screening tools have been developed by the
Center for Road Safety (CRS) for INDOT as part of past
safety research, which have been used for a number of
different research purposes. Some notable tools/methods
developed and already implemented in Indiana are:
N Road Hazardous Analysis Tool (RoadHAT) for safety
analysis of individual road site improvements;
N INPASS/PASS for corridor and regional analysis of the
effect of specified safety countermeasures; and
N A GIS-based method for identifying roads with safety
needs for use in Five Percent Report.
The first method provides a criterion for evaluating
the safety level at individual road facilities. The second
and third methods utilize GIS tools (TransCAD and
ArcGIS) to assign crashes to roads and to predict crash
frequencies with advanced econometric models (NB
regression and decision tree). Although the three
methods are successfully implemented in Indiana, they
have been developed for different purposes.
One of the important research approaches for this
project is integrating various components of safety data
management and screening tools. Safety data manage-
ment is a top priority issue for any agency. Without
preparing and updating a comprehensive database, it is
not possible to facilitate the necessary operations for
safety screening. Therefore, the very first step for this
project is the integration of the different pieces of datasets.
The research approach for this project can be
summarized as follow:
1. Development of the overall concept of the systematic
tool for identifying safety needs and predicting safety
performance.
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2. Identification of the basic data components and data
collection from different sources.
3. Preprocessing of data components: adjusting ADT for
different years, preprocessing of layers, and locating
signalized intersections from crash databases.
4. Development of a master database, which includes the




- updating segment database
- updating intersection point database
- crash assignment
- calculating exposure variables like demographic and
land-use features
- preparation of final master database for interface
5. Development of specific concepts for screening/ranking
and clustering techniques.
6. Development of ‘‘screening user interface.’’
7. Development of post-processing components for clustering.
2.2. Concept of the Tool
The tool for safety screening has been developed with
the following screening tasks in mind:
N Identification of high crash locations (segments, intersec-
tion, ramps and bridges), corridors, and areas in terms of
high crash frequency, crash rate, or proportion of a
particular crash type.
N Facilitate program-based screening (e.g., shoulder widen-
ing, median improvement etc.)
N Facilitate special programs and projects (e.g., five percent
report)
In order to facilitate the versatility of screening tasks
and the data maintenance, four components are
included in the screening tool:
1. Data management
2. Standard screening
3. Roads clustering and special studies
4. Results presentation
Figure 2-1 shows the components of the screening
tool and the functional connections between them. The
main components of this tool are described below.
Data Management Component
The data management includes updating the existing
data by reaching to sources for new data, reformatting
them to meet the standards of the Center for Road
Safety (CRS) database (called also master database),
integrating these data into tables that meet the master
database specifications, and replacing the existing data.
These new formatted and integrated data are then post-
processed to make them ready for use by the network
safety screening tool. The data maintenance is facili-
tated by a suite of procedures developed by the CRS or
available in ArcGIS. The data updating may be
performed annually or when a major change of data
at any of the data sources occurs to reflect these
changes to the screening process.
The data management component facilitates the
updating of the GIS and non-GIS data in a convenient
and short time. The data management procedures
include ArcGIS geo-processing and VBA-implemented
and Model Builder codes that are not packaged as a
single module but which are used separately as needed
to maintain flexibility of the data management process.
These procedures are presented in more detail in
Chapter 3.
The data management process can be divided into





Data pre-processing is the preliminary operation on
raw data to make it ready to integrate with the existing
record. Two important tasks conducted to pre-process
the database are:
i. Data acquiring from the sources
ii. Data preparation and formatting
Data integration places the formatted new data in the
master database. Some specific tasks include integra-
tion of the road inventory and bridge data with the
road network layers, linking crashes with road elements
(crash assignment), creating intersection points, inte-
grating the bridge and ramp layer, etc.
The road network layer is extracted from the TIGER
network and simplified to meet the requirements of the
Indiana safety management program. Originally, the
TIGER layer served the GIS-based linking of crashes
with road segments for the first five percent report.
Then, a layer of intersections (also called intersection
points) was created by identifying network nodes where
at least three road segments meet. Next, the intersection
information has been derived from the data associated
with the connected segments and the corresponding
data saved as intersection data. These two basic layers
of road segments and intersections points and other
GIS layers with geometric, AADT, and demographic
data were integrated to form a database necessary for
road network safety screening.
There are three distinct integration cases of the GIS
attribute layers with the base road network layers:
i. Integration of point features; for example, crash assign-
ment to the road network based on GIS coordinates.
ii. Integration of the polyline feature; for example, integra-
tion of the INDOT road inventory with the road network
or integration of the bridges with the road network.
iii. Integration of the polygon or regional features; for
example, integration of land-use and census data with
the segment and intersection layers.
Data post-processing includes the specialized opera-
tions needed to prepare the integrated pieces of data for
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the screening tool user interface. There are two distinct
objectives for post-processing:
i. Post-processing increases the efficiency of network screen-
ing because it reduces the number of repetitive operations.
ii. Road element segments and intersection points are com-
bined to form conjugate network components such as single
intersections (a single intersection point with connected
road segments) and multiple intersections (several closely
spaced intersection points with adjacent road segments).
Standard Screening Tool
A standard screening tool facilitates building queries
for identifying crashes and road elements that meet
certain criteria in order to perform a specific screening
task. For example, the user may need a list of rural road
segments with narrow shoulders with a considerable
number of severe single-vehicle crashes to identify
locations where widening shoulders might be justified.
Two subcomponents of the standard screening interface
are used to execute a standard screening task:
i. Query editor
ii. Screening engine
Query editor facilitates selection of a set of criteria to
be used to select the crashes and road elements. To help
the user build a query, the selection criteria have been
grouped into four categories: screening scope (entire
Figure 2-1 Components of the Network Safety Screening Tool – A Concept
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state, certain county, city, etc.), screened road elements
(road segments, intersections, townships, etc.), crash
criteria (single-vehicle crashes, incapacitating injury
crashes, etc.), and road criteria (two-lane cross-section,
shoulder narrower than 2 feet, etc.). For example, if the
screening task is to rank road segments in a county by
fatal crashes, the scope is county, the element is road
segment, the crash criterion is fatality, and a road
criterion is not specified (all segments). The concepts of
screening scope, element, and other selection criteria are
further described in Chapter 4.
Screening engine is the internal structure of the
Standard Screening Tool that executes a certain query
based on user-defined criteria. The screening engine
receives the query task from the query editor (translated
automatically into SQL format) and executes the
screening task by using the host program’s internal
engine. It also transforms the raw query into a user-
friendly output and computes specific parameters (e.g.,
mean and variance of population and confidence
value).
Clustering and Special Studies
Road segments and intersections that exhibit an
excessive number of crashes may be concentrated along
longer road sections. Clustering these elements can
reveal large scale safety issues that otherwise might be
overlooked if the screening analysis is focus on
individual spots. For example, clustering segments with
excessive numbers of rear-end crashes may reveal a
spill-over safety effect that originated at a signalized
intersection with shortage of capacity or where traffic
signals are poorly coordinated. Similarly, clustering
smaller geographic units, such as townships, with a
particular safety problem (e.g., speeding) can help
identify larger areas where police enforcement or
campaigning might be beneficial.
Clustering state road segments and intersections
along state routes can help INDOT identify parts of
corridors that require certain road improvements from
a safety standpoint. These clusters might be found
useful in scoping such projects.
For a special study, such as the five percent report,
the user needs to run three queries: one for each severity
type. The resultant tables include sufficient information
to update the average crash costs, develop statistical
models of crash frequency per crash severity, and
calculate safety performance measures (confidence level
and I index). These calculations are facilitated with a
special study tool: the five percent report. Chapter 5
provides more information about the clustering and
special studies modules.
Results Presentation
The standard screening tool presents the results of a
query in the tabular format convenient for clustering
and for additional processing that may be needed in
special studies. The final results may also be displayed
on GIS maps to visualize the spatial distribution of the
identified roads. Such visualization is beneficial in
presenting the results to decision-makers and to identify
spatial pattern not detectable otherwise. Since the
identified road components are geo-coded with the
respective latitude and longitude, they can be visualized
with the display features offered by Google Earth and
ArcGIS. Chapter 6 provides more information.
3. DATA MANAGEMENT
3.1. Data sources
As discussed earlier, the road network representation
used as a ‘‘spatial backbone’’ of the crash, road, and
land use data is a refined network file from the TIGER
dataset. The TIGER data are available to download
from the U.S. Bureau of Census ( http://www.census.
gov/cgi-bin/geo/shapefiles2010/main) and from the
Indiana GIS map repository (link: http://inmap.
indiana.edu/dload_page/infrastructure.html). The data
consist of links that represent road segments. The
intersection table was added through processing the
initial network shape file and associated data. This
network is used for five percent report studies and its
road segments and intersections are classified in
accordance with the five percent report.
Indiana road inventory provides geometric data,
including the number and width of lanes, the type
and width of shoulders, the type and width of medians,
and other pieces of information. The Indiana road
inventory forms a separate GIS layer and its integration
with the road network layer is necessary.
Average Daily Traffic (AADT) information is avail-
able in the Indiana road inventory dataset. The data
from 2007, 2008, and 2009 have been integrated with
the master database.
Ramp data are present in both the TIGER dataset
and the Indiana road inventory. The ramp data found
in the Indiana road inventory have been used due to its
better quality and particularly due to its higher level of
completeness.
Bridge data are extracted from the National Bridge
Inventory (NBI) online database (http://www.fhwa.dot.
gov/bridge/nbi/ascii.cfm). The dataset is in a tabular
format and includes the coordinates for the bridge
center points.
Weather data are extracted from National Climatic
Data Center (NCDC) website (http://cdo.ncdc.
noaa.gov/pls/plclimprod/poemain.accessrouter?
datasetabbv5SOD). The weather measurements include
daily rainfall, snow, and temperature values. These
values need to be aggregated to the corresponding
monthly values and then integrated with other data in
the master database by associating the network elements
(segments and intersections) with weather data from the
nearest weather station.
County, township, and city/town boundary shape files
are available at the Indiana Map website (http://www.
indianamap.org). The Indiana Map is a collaborative
effort of the Indiana Geographic Information Officer
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(GIO), the Indiana Geographic Information Council
(IGIC), the Indiana Department of Transportation
(INDOT), the Indiana Geological Survey (IGS), the
University Information Technology Services (UITS) of
Indiana University, and other federal, state, and local
partners. However, these databases required additional
information from other sources. Land-use, demo-
graphics, and employment data are integrated by
spatially joining the Traffic Analysis Zone (TAZ) level
information, which is available from the Modeling and
Forecasting Section, of INDOT, with the township and
county information. This type of integration from
smaller to larger aggregation levels help in the
integration of the necessary exposure variables for
crash screening. For example, the number of registered
vehicles was an exposure condition to conduct crash
rates based on safety screening. Since this information
was available in the TAZ data, it was aggregated to a
higher geographic unit, city or township, by spatial
join. A list of all important basic data collected for
building the master record sets is shown in Table 3-1.
All the sources with GIS coordinates should have a
unique coordinate system to maintain the consistency
of the spatial relations. In this case, the Universal
Transverse Mercator (UTM) North American Datum
(NAD) 1983 zone 16 was the coordination system for
the network layer and hence all other shape files. Any
shape files in different coordinate systems were
converted to this particular datum.
3.2. Data preprocessing
Adjusting for AADT by year
AADT information is available in the Indiana road
inventory, which must be updated annually. A separate
AADT table with a reference to the Indiana road
inventory has been created. Individual AADTs for
2007, 2008, and 2009 are available in the master
database. Any missing values must be interpolated
between the known values. The AADT values are
included in the datasets used for screening networks.
In cases when the AADT values are already adjusted
in the source data, only the respective growth factor for
a specific year and the functional class are multiplied to
the AADT. For the unadjusted ADT or traffic count
values obtained from MPOs, all three adjustment
factors were considered.
Preprocessing of the road network layer
As discussed earlier, the TIGER layer does not
contain detailed information about road geometry or
traffic information so it was necessary to obtain this
information from other sources. Also, it was important
to consider generic classifications that are already
utilized by INDOT. The five percent project already
established a classification for roadway elements and
established safety performance functions. Therefore,
TABLE 3-1
Data Sources for Safety Screening Tool
Component Dataset Contents Source Derivative Database
Road Network Roadway network TIGER Network refined for 5% report project Can be
downloaded from U.S. Bureau of Census http://www.
census.gov/cgi-bin/geo/shapefiles2010/main) and also from




Indiana Road Inventory Geometric Information like lanes,
median, shoulder; pavement data
like roughness or rutting and
ADT (adjusted /total counts)
INDOT Ramp layer
Traffic Counts Traffic counts (not adjusted) MPOs or local transportation agencies (collected as part of
other CRS projects)
Bridge Data Bridge geometry information;
condition indices; construction
and maintenance data like year
of construction, maintenance
date, etc.
1. National Bridge Inventory (NBI) online source (http://
www.fhwa.dot.gov/bridge/nbi/ascii.cfm )
Bridge GIS layer
Weather Data Rainfall/snowfall, temperature,
heating degree days (HDD),
cooling degree days (CDD), etc.









Employment by types, Industry
profile, demographic profile, and
population (from 2000 census)




County, Township & City
Boundary Layer
Name, geographic extent, and IDs Indiana Maps (http://www.indianamap.org/)
Crash Data (2007-2009) Collision, unit, operator
information, etc.
Indiana State Police n/a
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the network used for the five percent report was
considered as the base network.
In the earlier phase of the project, another layer
provided by NAVTEQ, a subsidiary of NOKIA
Corporation, was considered to be a plausible layer
for this project. However, the network representation in
the NAVTEQ layer was very detailed and complex; and
the simplifications were not feasible under the current
scope of this project. Also, in light of the ongoing five
percent project, the current network can be very useful
for compatibility reasons. Although the screening tool
considered splitting the network into much smaller
lengths than did the five percent report project, the
geographic positions of the networks remain the same
for ease of cross-referencing by spatial joining.
Preprocessing of a network involves certain opera-
tions on the network to make it ready for data
integration. The following specific tasks are considered
for processing:
i. Establishing a feasible boundary for state roads
ii. Establishing a generic classification for screening purpose
Only state roads were considered for development of
the safety screening tool. Therefore, it was important to
establish a feasible boundary for state roads to
maintain network continuity and correct topology for
all state segments and intersections. Figure 2 shows the
method utilized to build the basic road (state road)
network used in the screening tool. Table 3-2 shows the
basic roadway segments and intersection types.
Locating signalized intersections from the crash database
Since information about the intersection control
(signalized, unsignalized) is not available, codes for
the control types included in the crash records must be
used to identify which intersections are signalized. The
steps to determine the signalization at intersections are
explained below:
Figure 3-1 Building Basic Road Network (Segments and Intersections)
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From the crash records linked to the intersections on
state roads, rear-end and right-angle crashes within 250
feet from the center of the intersections were of interest.
Therefore, the selection criteria were as follows:
N Crash year: 2007-2009
N Crash Type: rear-end (type5 ‘01’) and right angle (type 5
‘07’)
N Distance to intersection ,5250 ft
The crashes reported in the three years are counted at
each intersection by the intersection control type
entered in the crash reports. Two numbers per each
intersection were obtained:
1. S 5 number of crashes with ‘‘signalization control’’
(Control Type 5 05 ), and
2. U5 number of crashes with other type of control (Control
Type,.05).
The following decisions were made:
1. S $ 2 and S $ U ) intersection is signalized,
2. U $ 2 and U . S ) intersection is not signalized,
3. S , 2 and U , 2 ) few crashes, intersection is not
signalized,
4. S $ 2 and U $ 2 ) inconclusive, intersection control
information is contradicting.
Table 3-3 is a summary of the signal coding that was
obtained after the above decision rule was implemented:
Results validation
A randomly selected 50 intersections were checked
for verification using Google Street View. The results
are shown in Table 3-4.
Nearly an entire set of ‘‘signalized intersection’’ was
found to be correct. Only one intersection was found to
be incorrect (unsignalized). Also, for ‘‘unsignalized
intersection,’’ all randomly selected intersections were
found to be correct.
For local roads, a randomly selected 10 intersections
were verified, five of which were signalized and the
remaining five were unsignalized. The results were also
correct for the whole sample. Figure 3-2 shows the
signal control layout for the Lafayette/West Lafayette
area as determined from the crash data.
3.3. Preparing the road network
Splitting segments
Splitting long segments into short element segments
of uniform length is needed for a more precise
identification of locations with safety issues along long
segments. Before the splitting process was performed,
the network needed to be ‘‘un-split’’ by using the GIS
geo-processing tool that avoids combining segments of
different names and different types. This step ensured
reasonable homogeneity of the combined segments and
avoided segment identification problems. Then, the
combined segments, most of which start and end at
intersection points, were split into shorter element
segments using the following rules. Let D be the length
of a long segment and x be the desired length of a short
element segment. The number of short element
segments n is:
TABLE 3-2
Basic Segment and Intersection Types
Segment Type Segment Code Intersection Type Intersection Code
Rural two-lane 1 Rural state intersection 1
Rural multilane 2 Rural state-local intersection 2
Rural interstate 3 Urban state intersection 3




Rural interchange freeway 8
Rural interchange non-freeway 9
Urban interchange freeway 10
Urban interchange non-freeway 11
Adjacent local road segment 12
TABLE 3-3
Summary of Traffic Control Coding from Crash Database
Intersection Type Signalized Unsignalized Inconclusive Total
Rural state intersection 95 435 116 646
Rural state-local intersection 300 26,892 1,879 29,071
Urban state intersection 127 81 29 237
Urban state-local intersection 1,211 6,477 1,431 9,119
All 1,733 33,885 3,455 39,073
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n~round D=xð Þ ð1Þ
and the length of the new short segments d is:
d~D=n ð2Þ
The round operation is the standard rounding rule
applied to zero decimal digits after rounding. For
example, if the original length is D5892 ft and the
desired uniform length is x5528 ft, then n5round
(892/528)5round (1.69)52 and the new length is
d5892/25446 ft.
The only exception from the above rule arose when
the original segment length between the two intersec-
tions was shorter than 250 ft. In this case, the segment
was not split irrespective of the desired uniform split
length, x. Intersection points separated by less than 250
ft probably influence each other and were grouped as a
multiple intersection. If the length of the segments
between two intersections is greater than 250 ft, then
Equations 1 and 2 were applied. The segment was split
according to the result if n.1; otherwise, the segment
had to be split in half.
3.4. Data integration
The road network layer is ‘‘an organizing agent,’’ the
backbone of the roadway, traffic, and land use data
that are spatially related to the road network through
GIS coordinates. This section of the chapter explains
the data integration process that is needed and then the
data update required for road safety screening.
Linking Inventory Data
The data integration algorithm for linking the
Indiana inventory data is shown in Figure 3-3. The
Indiana road inventory was converted to a route system
by using a unique feature ID (i.e. OBjectID). Once the
inventory layer was converted to a route system, the
element segments from the master database were
assigned to the corresponding routes if they were inside
the buffer areas of these routes. Once assigned to
routes, they were linked with the corresponding
inventory segment using the linear referencing toolbox
available in ArcGIS. A relatively small number of
element segments were located outside the route buffer
TABLE 3-4




Total Correct Incorrect Total Correct Incorrect
State 24 23 1 16 16 0
Local 5 5 0 5 5 0
Figure 3-2 Lafayette/West Lafayette Signal Control (Example)
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areas, which were left unassigned in the first attempt.
They might be assigned in the next attempt if both of
the neighboring segments are linked to the same
inventory route. This criterion can be relaxed if the
neighboring segments are assigned to different routes.
In such a case, the element segment can be assigned to
the closest route.
In some cases, both neighbor segments may be
unassigned. In that case, the process is repeated for the
next closest segments along the route, both ways, until a
valid assignment is found. With a few iterations, most
of the unassigned segments were integrated in this way.
Out of 132,699 state road uniform segments, 132,065
segments were integrated with the Indiana road
inventory, which is 99.5% of the links. The adjoining
local road segments were not considered for integration
purposes because of the unavailability of AADT
information.
Linking geographic areas
Each network element was linked to several geo-
graphic areas such as the county, township, or city/
town, based on its inclusion inside the geographic area.
Figure 3-3 Network Integration Algorithm
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All elements were connected to a specific township or
county, and only those elements within the geographic
jurisdiction boundaries of a city/town were connected
to the corresponding city/town.
Updating intersection points layer
The original intersection point table contains seg-
ment names and ID information. However, while
splitting the segments, ArcGIS assigned new field IDs
to segments and hence the information needed to be
updated. After integrating the network with the
inventory, many attributes related to roadway geome-
try and traffic counts, such as median, shoulder, or
ADT information, also were brought in as attributes of
the segments. Therefore, it was necessary to update or
bring new information to the intersection point layer.
Intersection link information was obtained by using the
ArcGIS geo-processing tool ‘‘generate near table.’’ A
very small buffer radius was used (e.g., ,1 ft) for the
geo-processing tool so that only the adjoining segments
were considered to form the near table. After running
this operation, each intersection point ID was refer-
enced to the adjoining segment IDs. Once the near table
was generated, each intersection could be associated
with the adjoining segments to receive the required
information. Major and minor road ADTs were
determined based on averaging the link ADT values
for a particular roadway. Also, information about
medians, shoulder s, etc. was integrated with the
intersection. Finally, the signalization information
could be obtained from the crash data, as discussed in
Section 3.2.2.
The following attributes were updated or added as
part of this operation:
N Link Names
N Link IDs
N Major Road ADT
N Minor Road ADT
N Control Type (Signalized or not)
N Number of legs
Bridge integration
The bridge center point was located on the corre-
sponding road based on its latitude and longitude and
matching the facility carrier name with the road
network. Then the start and end points of the bridge
structure were located based on the segment length
along the roadway, and a separate bridge layer was
created.
In many cases, the presence of a bridge structure on
the road does not allow for splitting long segments into
element segments of uniform lengths. To avoid this
problem, the bridge layer was kept separate and bridges
were not included in the road network as an additional
type of road segment. Crashes were assigned to road
segments, ignoring the presence of bridges. To allow
evaluation of safety on bridges, the crash assignment
was repeated only for the bridge layer without roads.
Figure 3-4 shows the algorithm of integrating the
bridge layer with the basic segment layer.
Crash assignment
The overall crash assignment process was performed
by considering the crash attributes and the proximity to
particular segments and intersections. The crash assign-
ment strategy is discussed below.
Convert crash records to a shape file
The latitude and longitude values of crash locations
found in the electronic crash records were imported to
ArcGIS. Using the ArcGIS geo-processing tool called
‘‘Display XY data,’’ all crashes having valid coordinates
were displayed on an ArcGIS map. The point display
file was then exported to a shape file. The new shape file
was then projected against the segment and intersection
shape file. After this operation, crash shape files for
three years (2007, 2008. and 2009) containing the
collision information were generated.
Crash file aggregation
Three years of crash records in GIS format were
aggregated in this operation. Although crash assign-
ment can be performed year by year, this aggregation
can eliminate some repetitive works. The ArcGIS geo-
processing operation ‘‘merge’’ was used for this opera-
tion. For any additional year’s crash data the ‘‘merge’’
tool feature can also be used to add it to the previous
aggregated datasets. For example, if the 2010 year crash
data are available, it should be first converted to a
shape file and then aggregated with the combined
(2007-2009) datasets by using the ‘‘merge’’ tool.
Getting Subsets of Candidate Crash Records
The aggregated crash records were filtered to
generate subsets of crashes by using some roadway
element specific selection criteria. For example, if
crashes are to be assigned to the intersection points ,
only crashes between two conflicting movements in an
intersection were considered (e.g., right angle, left/right
turn, left turn, right turn ,etc.). As discussed earlier, the
four basic elements to receive crashes are basic
segments, intersection points, ramps, and bridges. The
selection criteria for crashes within these four elements
are shown in Table 3-5.
Assigning crashes based on proximity
Subsets of crashes were assigned to respective
infrastructure elements based on proximity in terms of
geo-coordinates. Crash point features were linked to
the nearest segments, nodes, bridges, or ramps con-
sidering a buffer distance of 250 ft. The entire process
was automated by using a set of ArcGIS geo-processing
tools components in model builder. Volume 2 of this
report, User Manual, explains the details of the model
builder operation. Figure 6 shows a snapshot of the
model builder tool developed for crash assignment.
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The detailed descriptive statistics of crashes assigned
to different roadway elements are shown is Table 3-6.
The total numbers of crashes on the state road
systems were 63,664; 64,095 and 59,006 for the years
2007, 2008, and 2009, respectively. Therefore, the
proportions of assigned crashes for these three years
are approximately 91.6%, 98.3%, and 97.9%, respec-
tively. Although a certain portion of the assigned
crashes also include the adjacent local roads, it can be
concluded that the crash assignment method has
significantly linked a very high percentage of crashes.
3.5. Calculating exposure variables
The exposure values were calculated at levels of
aggregation corresponding to the various elements as
defined in the screening process (element segments,
intersection points, counties, townships, etc.). For
Figure 3-4 Algorithm for Bridge Layer Integration
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geographic units, the exposure variables are population,
vehicle miles traveled (VMT), area, and number of
registered vehicles. The VMT information in a network
was aggregated to the geographic unit levels. It is
important to mention that the calculated VMT was
based on the ADT on the state road only. Since the
ADT data were adjusted for each crash year, the
individual VMT is available in the database. For
roadway segments, ramps, and bridges, the exposure
variables were ADT, VMT, and length. For intersec-
tion points, the exposure variables were the major road
ADT and the minor road ADT. It is important to note
that the population data available for the geographic
unit were based on the 2000 census. Since the recent
census data for 2010 are not available yet, a population
adjustment for a crash year could not be made. The
population exposure information can be updated once
the 2010 census data are available.
3.6. Intersection points, single intersections and groups
of intersections
An intersection point is the common area of two
crossing roads. An intersection point and adjacent
segments form a single intersection. Two (or more)
intersection points separated from each other less than
250 ft form together with adjacent segments a group of
intersections.
A single state-state intersection is formed by state-
administered roads (US or SR). It includes the
intersection area and the 500 feet long road segments
adjacent to the intersection area. If another intersection
is at the distance shorter than 1000 ft then the adjacent
segment is half of the distance. Other adjacent segments
remain 500 ft long. If another intersection is at the
distance shorter than 250 ft, then the two intersections
should be analyzed jointly as a group of intersections.
A single state-local intersection is formed by a state-
administered road (US or SR) and a county or city
road. It includes the intersection area, the 500 feet long
state road segments and 250 feet long local road
segments adjacent to the intersection area. If another
intersection located on the state-administered road is at
the distance shorter than 1000 ft then the adjacent state
segment is half of the distance. The other adjacent state
segment remains 500 ft long. If another intersection on
the state-administered road is at the distance shorter
than 250 ft, then the two intersections should be
analyzed jointly as a group of intersections. A group of
intersections facility is provided by the RoadHAT to
allow this analysis. Close intersections on local roads
are ignored and the 250 ft long adjacent local road
segment is always assumed.
Intersections along state-administered (major) roads
separated from each other by less than 250 feet are
grouped together and analyzed jointly. If all roads that
cross the major road are local (county or city roads),
then such a group is called: group of state-local
intersections (can be rural or urban). Traffic volume
are typically known only for the major road and the
expected number of crashes are estimated bade on this
single volume and other road inputs such as the length
of the major road segment, number of intersections
with traffic signals, number of non-major intersection
legs, etc.
Intersections along state-administered (major) roads
separated from each other by less than 250 feet are
grouped together and analyzed jointly. If some of
roads that cross the major road are state-administered
(US and SR) and other roads are local (county or city),
then such a group is called: group of state-state
and state-local intersections (can be rural or urban).
AADTs are typically known only for the state-
administered roads and the expected number of crashes
is estimated based on two AADT values: the major
road AADT and the average AADT on crossing
state-administered roads. Other road inputs include
the length of the major road segment, number of
TABLE 3-5
Element-Specific Selection Criteria for Generating Subsets of Crashes






Four-Way Intersection, T-Intersection, Y-Intersection, Traffic Circle or Roundabout, Five Point or More
Manner of collision: Rear End, Head On, Rear to Rear, Same Direction Sideswipe, Opposite Direction Sideswipe,
Ran off Road, Backing, Other, Non-Collision
Intersection Points Roadway Junction:
Four-Way Intersection, T-Intersection, Y-Intersection, Traffic Circle or Roundabout, Five Point or More
Manner of collision:




No Junction Involved, Ramps/Interchange
Manner of collision: Rear End, Head On, Rear to Rear, Same Direction Sideswipe, Opposite Direction Sideswipe,
Ran off Road, Backing, Other, Non-Collision
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intersections with traffic signals, number of non-major
intersection legs, etc.
3.7. Preparing Final Dataset for Interface
After all data components were prepared and
integrated, the data for the intersection points, element
segments, and intersections (including intersection
clusters) were generated, which is the main input to
the standard screening tool. The relational database
structure of the master record datasets is shown in
Figure 7.
Appendix B shows the definition and code values of
variables included in the master database.
Figure 3-5 ArcGIS Model Builder Application for Crash Assignment
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4. SCREENING CONCEPTS AND RANKING
CRITERIA
4.1. Identification method
The safety identification method includes compo-
nents designed to fulfill the agency’s need to system-
atically investigate a particular problem. The following
items are the core components necessary for a success-
ful identification method:
N Defines scopes, elements, and selection criteria for
identification
N Defines identification metric
N Defines exposures
N Statistical evaluation for ranking
N Clustering
4.2. Defining scopes, elements, and selection criteria for
identification
Scope
Scope or domain is the geographic unit in which the user
is willing to conduct the screening. In the safety screening
tool, three scopes have been defined: state, county, and
city/town. The scope can be limited to a particular county/
township or multiple counties/townships, but should
always be greater than the elements in geographic extent.
Element
Element is the smallest unit of aggregation level that
a user wishes to investigate. Elements can be the facility
TABLE 3-6
Crash Assignment Summary for State Road System
Elements Year 2007 Year 2008 Year 2009
Segment 47,999 52,270 48,058
Intersection Points 7,184 7,079 6,333
Ramps 1,803 2,103 1,947
Bridge Crashes (common to segments) 450 517 511
Bridge Crashes (not include as segment crash) 1,353 1,586 1,436
Total Assigned Crashes 58,339 63,038 57,774
Figure 3-6 Dataset structure for the Standard Screening Tool
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type (e.g., segments, intersection points, intersection,
ramps, or bridges) or can be a smaller geographic unit
within the scope. Therefore, the scope or domain is the
group of elements an agency wishes to investigate.
Selection Criteria
After defining the scopes and elements, it is
important to define the selection criteria. Selection
criteria basically facilitate obtaining a subset of the
elements within the scope. Within the conceptual
framework of safety screening, which was discussed in
Chapter 2, the ‘‘Screen Rule Editor’’ is used to define
the selection criteria.
Selection criteria can be of two types:
N Crash Selection Criteria
N Element Selection Criteria
Crash Selection Criteria
Crash selection criteria are considered in order to
investigate a specific type of crash. For example, an
agency might be interested in only fatal or incapacitat-
ing injury types of crashes or only nighttime crashes.
An example might be obtaining only alcohol-related
crash locations for targeted enforcement purposes. The
crash selection criteria are mainly dependent on the
crash variables and their availability.
Element Selection Criteria
Element selection criteria also have a very specific
purpose. Since the Indiana road inventory is embedded
in the master record sets, a user might be interested in
the crash propensity for a specific design condition
(e.g., a particular roadway with a specific median type/
width). Combining the crash and element selection
criteria can serve as a great tool for choosing candidates
for a specific program. Figure 8 shows the interaction
among the scope, element, and selection criteria in the
overall safety screening process.
4.3. Safety performance measures
After a user defines the scope, element, and selection
criteria, it is important to define the unit of identifica-
tion. The identification unit is analogous to the
measures of safety which can have three basic types:
N Crash Frequency: Crash frequency is the crash counts of
total crashes or a specific subset of crashes as determined
by the user.
N Crash Rate: Crash frequency/exposure. Exposure can
vary based on the type of elements selected.
Figure 4-1 Scope, Element, and Selection Criteria for Safety Screening
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N Proportions of Crash: Proportion is the ratio of two
different crash counts with the criteria, which is:
denominator of crash counts .5 numerator of crash
counts; for example, the proportion of rear-end crashes to
the total number of crashes.
4.4 Exposure measures
Exposures are used to estimate crash rates. They can
be included as variables in safety performance functions
and can be ADT, VMT, population, etc., depending on
the element under investigation (see Table 4-1).
4.5 Statistical Evaluation for Ranking
Notation:
t 5 number of study years,
h 5 threshold crash rate set by policy,
m 5 number of crashes expected for the evaluated
element under average safety,
v 5 variance of the m estimate.
Evaluated element (segment, intersection, or area)
during t years:
c 5 number of studied crashes,
r 5 number of reference crashes,
e 5 exposure.
All road elements in the query scope:
n 5 number of elements,
s 5 total number of studied crashes,
d 5 total number of reference crashes,
w 5 exposure.
Concept
Let c be the recorded number of crashes of a certain
category used to evaluate a road element’s safety during
t years. An agency wants to know if this number of
crashes indicates that there is a safety problem related
to the considered crash category in the considered road
element. The agency may have various criteria of
evaluation that include the following options:
1. The expected number of crashes in the evaluated road
element is higher than a typical number of crashes in the
considered scope. The typical number of crashes is
estimated with a Safety Performance Function (SPF) or
as the average count among all the road elements in the
scope.
2. The expected crash rate in the evaluated road element is
higher than the expected crash rate in the scope.
3. The expected crash proportion in the road element is
higher than the expected crash proportion in the
considered scope. The crash proportion is the ratio of
the number of studied crashes and the number of reference
crashes. The studied crashes are a subset of the reference
crashes.
4. The expected number of crashes on the road element is
higher than a certain threshold number set by policy
(e.g., five crashes per year).
5. The expected crash rate on the road element is higher
than a certain threshold rate set by policy (e.g., five
crashes per 100 million VMT).
In the remainder of this document, Criteria 1-5 will
be discussed. Criteria 1-3 criteria use the expected
values that are not known and can only be estimated.
The estimates are random variables with certain
distributions, which means that the safety evaluation
may only yield the probability that a criterion is met
(estimated under certain assumptions). This probability
will be called confidence F. An agency may decide what
confidence level is sufficient to conclude that the
evaluated network component needs attention.
Another simplified measure is index I, which is the
difference between the estimated safety and the thresh-
old safety measured with the standard deviation of the
difference estimate. This index may be considered more
intuitive, but is less accurate than the confidence level.
Comparing the estimates of counts, rates, and propor-
tions for the evaluated component and the population
network could be done with the assumption that these
estimates are Gamma-distributed. Unfortunately, com-
paring two Gamma variables is not easy. Instead, an
approach based on Negative Binomial distribution is
used, which yields the same results. In this approach, the
comparison of Gamma estimates of expected counts,
rates, and proportions is done through a single Negative
Binomial crash count with the mean and variance set in a
way that insures valid F and I calculations.
Criterion 1
It is assumed that the number of crashes in
consecutive periods and in the same network component
follow the Poisson distribution. The expected number of
crashes, estimated based on a single period, is a Gamma
variable with its mean and variance equal to the crash
count in the period c. The two corresponding para-
meters of the Gamma distribution are a51/c and b5c.
The second expected value is the number of crashes
estimated with the SPF or calculated as the average
number among all of the road elements included in the
considered scope. In the first case, SPF yields u and a,
thus m5u?t. In the second case, v for the scope of
elements has to be calculated first and then, m5s/n and
a5(v-m)/m2. All the involved variables are explained at
the beginning of the section. The estimate of the typical
number of crashes m in t years is Gamma-distributed
with parameters a51/a and b5am.
TABLE 4-1
Exposure Measures for Different Road Elements
Element of Investigation Exposure
County Population, VMT, Registered vehicle, Area
City Population, VMT, Registered vehicle, Area
Township Population, VMT, Registered vehicle, Area
State Segment Link volume (ADT, VMT), Length
State-State Intersection Total approach volume (ADT, VMT)
State-Local Intersection State (major) Road Volume
Ramp Link volume (ADT, VMT), Length
Bridge Link volume (ADT, VMT), Length
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It has been confirmed through extensive simulation
that the probability of Gamma variable G(1/c, c) being
higher than G(1/a, a?m) is equal to the probability that
c is higher than the Negative Gamma variable NG(1/a,
1/(1+a?m)):
F~Sx~0::c{1NegBinomDist(x, 1=a, 1= 1za:mð Þ): ð3Þ
The following useful equivalence is used to evaluate
the cumulative Negative Binomial distribution:
Sx~0::c{1NegBinomDist x, y, zð Þ~BetaDist z, y, cð Þ, ð4Þ
and specifically:
F~BetaDist 1= 1za:mð Þ, 1=a, cð Þ: ð5Þ
The corresponding calculation of the index I is:
I~ c{mð Þ= cza:m2
 1=2
: ð6Þ
The simulated relationship between the index I and
the significance F is shown in Figure 4-2. It can be
concluded that an I lower than 1.25 indicates weak
statistical evidence of a safety problem (F,0.90), an I
between 1.25 and 1.5 indicates considerable evidence (F
between 0.90 and 0.95), an I between 1.5 and 2 indicates
strong evidence (F higher than 0.95), and an I larger
than 2 indicates very strong evidence.
Criterion 2
This criterion can be converted to the form of
Criterion 1 in the following way:
1. Estimate the rate for the considered scope as s/w.
2. Calculate the threshold number of crashes for the
evaluated element as m5e?s/w.
3. Calculate the variance of the m estimate assuming that e
and w exposures are fixed values and s has the Poisson
variance: v5(e/w)2s.
4. Calculate the over-dispersion as a5v/m2, thus a51/s.
5. Calculate F and I using the same equations as in
Criterion 3:
F 5 BetaDist(1/(1+am), 1/a, c) and I 5 (c2m)/(c+a?m2)1/2.
Criterion 3
This criterion can be converted to the form of
Criterion 1 in the following way:
1. Estimate the proportion for the population network as s/d.
2. Calculate the threshold number of crashes for the
evaluated network component as m5r?s/d.
3. Calculate the variance of the m estimate assuming that r,
s, and d have the Poisson variance: v5(2?c?r?s?d+r2s?d+
r?s2d23r2s2)/d3 (see comments about the derivation
below).
4. Calculate the over-dispersion as a5v/m2, thus a52c/
(r?s)+1/r+1/s23/d.
5. Calculate F and I using the same equations as in
Criterion 3:
F 5 BetaDist(1/(1+a?m), 1/a, c) and I 5 (c2m)/(c+a?m2)1/2.
The r, s, and d counts are not independent as
explained in Figure 4-3.
The variance of m5rs/d is calculated as the variance
of m5(c+c1)(c+c2)/(c+c1+c2+c3) with four independent
sources of Poisson variance: c, c1, c2, and c3. The
variance has been derived from the following equation:








The validity of the derived variance and of the
assumption of Gamma distribution applied to this
criterion has been evaluated using simulation of 10,000
values of the m estimates for two distinct sets of values
of c, r, s, and d. The simulated distribution of the m
estimates and corresponding Gamma distributions with
the parameters calculated in steps 2, 3, and 4 are shown
in Figure 4-4 (for (c510, s5210, r5210, d5510,
m545.3, v518.1) and Figure 4-5 for (c51, s56, r53,
d518, m50.44 , v51.0). The simulation-based evalua-
tion confirms validity of the method for estimating
right-hand distribution tails of m estimates.
This criterion is similar to Criterion 1 with the
difference that the threshold u (annual frequency) and
corresponding m5u?t are not estimated but are set by
policy as deterministic value (a50). This difference
allows calculating the significance F using the Poisson
distribution F 5 Poisson(c21, m, 1) and the expression
for factor I is I5(c2m)/c1/2.
Criterion 5
This criterion is nearly identical to Criterion 4 with
the difference of calculating m based on the assumed by
policy threshold crash rate h, m5e?h (a50). The
significance F is calculated with the Poisson distribu-
tion F 5 Poisson(c21, m, 1) and the expression for
factor I is I5(c2m)/c1/2.
Figure 4-2 Relationship between Index of Frequency I
and Significance Level F.
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Computations
Table 4-2 provides equations useful in calculating
various safety performance indicators for the five cases.
5. CLUSTERING
The screening tool identifies which road elements
experience an excessive number of crashes. Clustering
these elements into longer road sections may reveal
useful spatial regularities that may be useful to INDOT
engineers in scoping corridor improvement projects and
other safety-oriented programs.
It is important to note that elements with safety
needs should be clustered based on the safety perfor-
mance measures in order to obtain relevant road
clusters from the safety management point of view.
The following text describes the statistical basis of
clustering and the clustering method itself.
5.1. Statistical Basis
There are three basic safety measures that can be used
to identify road elements with excessive numbers of
certain categories of crashes: crash frequency, crash rate,
and crash proportion. Crashes are subject to a strong
random fluctuation over time and two safety perfor-
mance indices: Confidence F and Index I are proposed to
estimate the level of statistical confidence indicated in the
detected excessive number of crashes as a systematic
issue rather than the effect of random fluctuation.
Significance F is the probability of a safety level equal
to or better than the one observed during the period of
analysis if the expected safety level in the long run is
average for the type of location and under the given
exposure. The higher significance F is, the stronger the
evidence is that the location experiences a real safety
Figure 4-3 Dependence between Crash Counts r, s, and d
Figure 4-4 Case 1 - Simulated (blue) vs. Calculated (red)
Distributions of m.
Figure 4-5 Case 2 - Simulated (blue) vs. Calculated (green)
Distributions of m.
TABLE 4-2
Calculating m, a, F, and I for Each of the Five Safety Criteria
Safety Measure Reference Mean Over-dispersion Significance F Index I
Crash Frequency Typical annual frequency u m5s/n v5Si(ci 2 m)
2/(n21), i51…n,
a5(v2m)/m2, a$0.
BetaDist(1/(1+am), 1/a, c) (c2m)/(c+am2)1/2
Crash Rate Population rate m5es/w a51/s BetaDist(1/(1+am), 1/a, c) (c2m)/(c+am2)1/2
Crash Proportion Population proportion m5rs/d a52c/(rs)+1/r+1/s23/d BetaDist(1/(1+am), 1/a, c) (c2m)/(c+am2)1/2
Crash Frequency Annual frequency u by policy m5s/n a50 Poisson(c21,m,1) (c2m)/c1/2
Crash Rate Rate h by policy m5eh a50 Poisson(c21,m,1) (c2m)/c1/2
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Figure 5-1 Clustering Algorithm Flowchart
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problem. The values of F50.90 and higher are typically
used.
Index I is the difference between the safety observed
during the period of analysis and the safety expected
given the location type and exposure divided by the
standard deviation of the difference estimate. It is a
simplified measure of Significance F. Values of I51.5
and higher provide sufficient evidence that the location
experiences a real safety problem.
Significance F is calculated as BetaDist(1/(1+am), 1/
a, c), while Index I is calculated as: (c2m)/(c+am2)1/2,
where: a is the over-dispersion parameter, m is the
average crash count in a long run, and c is the actual
crash count in the period of analysis. Equations for
calculating the values of m and a for different safety
measures are shown in Table 4-2.
5.2. Clustering Method
One of the important operations of clustering road
elements is evaluation of the safety level in current clusters
to ensure that the obtained clusters experience excessive
number of crashes. A practical method of updating safety
evaluations in clusters is aggregation of the safety measures
of individual network elements included in the cluster. The
exact method based on Significance F is statistically and
computationally troublesome because summing two
Gamma variables does not yield a Gamma variable, and
the convenient equivalency between Negative Binomial
and Beta distribution cannot be used. Therefore, Index I,
which is easy to update for clusters, is calculated instead.
The following equation is used to calculate the Index I for







where values of (c2m)i and (c+am2)i are known for any
road element i. The clustering algorithm is shown in
Figure 5-1. It is important to note that the clustering
process is controlled by two user-selected threshold
values: I1 and I2. The recommended ranges are: (1.25–2)
for I1 and (0–1.25) for I2 with the recommendation that
I1.I2. The user can restrict the clusters’ building only
along the same routes to follow the common practice in
scoping road projects. Other restrictions may be added to
the algorithm as needed. A list of clusters and their
elements is obtained based on the screening results, the
network topology, and the parameters set by the user.
6. RESULTS PRESENTATION
Result presentation is the final step of the screening
process. In this phase, the user can visualize the results
obtained in the standard screening or clusters/special
studies. ArcGIS provides many visualization tools that
Figure 6-1 Symbology Window in ArcGIS
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Figure 6-3 Selection by Attribute
Figure 6-2 Labeling Feature (left- no labeling, right-labeling)
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can accomplish this job. Among various features
available in ArcGIS , the following three visualization
tools are widely used:
N Symbology
N Labels
N Selection by Attributes
Symbology refers to visualization of a feature (i.e. a
single element), categories of elements, quantities, etc.,
by colors or symbols. Symbology has a special procedure
for preparing charts like bar charts or pie charts to be
shown as part of the individual element. Figure 6-1
shows a sample Symbology selection window.
Label is useful in displaying a name or a value of a
particular attribute on a map; for example, individual
roads on a map can be labeled with their names to
enhance visualization or to help identify a specific
feature on the map. Figure 6-2 shows a network layer
with and without labels.
Selection by attribute can highlight particular ele-
ments of interest on a map. For example, intersections
having more than 10 crashes per year can be easily
selected and marked. Figure 6-3 shows an example of
visualization made by ‘‘select by attribute tool’’ in which
the highlighted local roads were found to have
signalization. The user can easily scan through the
map once the features are selected.
Details about results display and visualization are
not discussed in the User Manual.
7. SUMMARY
N The conceptual framework of the safety screening tool
was developed in order to cope with the complexity of the
data management and safety screening operations.
N Three years (2007-2009) of crash data were assigned to
fairly uniform-sized segment of 0.1 mile. Crashes invol-
ving intersections between two different roadways close
to intersections were assigned to intersection points,
whereas the links between intersections receive segment -
related crashes. Closely spaced intersections were
grouped together as clustered or multipoint intersections.
Also, an isolated intersection was created by combining
the intersection points and adjoining links within roughly
250 ft.
N As part of SPR 3315, the safety screening tool was
developed to facilitate the overall screening for the state
road elements using user-defined crash selection criteria.
The user needs to specify the scope, element, and selection
criteria for a particular screening. Apart from the crash
selection criteria, the network selection criteria can
facilitate screening for roadway deficiencies. Screening
criteria was also implemented on geographic units, such
as counties, townships, and cities/towns.
N Clustering roads with the same safety problems facilitated
the grouping of roadway elements to attain a sizeable
project scope.
N The draft user interface is being delivered to INDOT as
part of this report. A workshop for training INDOT
personnel will be arranged in the near future in order to
get INDOT’s feedback.
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APPENDIX A
A DATA DEFINITION FOR MASTER DATABASE ATTRIBUTES
TABLE A-1
List of variables in table ‘State Small Segments’
Variable Name Definition
OID/FID Object ID (unique IDs assigned by ArcGIS)
SEGNAME Segment Name












12-Adjacent Local road segment
RID Route ID (Route established by roadway name and type)
StateLocal State/local road indicator (15State, 05local)
Length Length (in ft)
Split Used for data management purpose
Start_Sig Distance (in ft) to nearest upstream signalized intersection (21 5 too far or no signalized intersection present)
Start_Sig Distance (in ft) to nearest upstream signalized intersection (21 5 too far or no signalized intersection present)
Start_Int Distance (in ft) to nearest upstream intersection ( 21 5 too far or no intersection present)
End_Int Distance (in ft) to nearest downstream intersection ( 21 5 too far or no intersection present)
AdjSeg Indicator if the segment in linked with intersection point (15linked with intersection point, 05 not linked)
CFID Crash Feature ID (an indicator to relate with Seg CFID present in crash table)







ADT07, ADT08, ADT09 Adjusted ADT for 2007, 2008 and 2009
VMT07, VMT08, VMT09 Vehicle Miles Traveled /year calculated from ADT
X_Start X-coordinate of start point in decimal degree
Y_Start Y-coordinate of start point in decimal degree
X_End X-coordinate of end point in decimal degree
Y_End Y-coordinate of end point in decimal degree
IntID Intersection ID of the corresponding isolated or clustered intersections (-1 5 the segment is not a part of any
intersection)
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TABLE A-2
List of variables in table ‘State Intersection Points’
Variable Name Definition
OID/FID Object ID (unique IDs assigned by ArcGIS)
ID Original ID present in 5% layer
H12LINK, H13LINK, H14LINK, H15LINK,
H16LINK, H17LINK
Segment name from link #1 to link #6
NSEGS Number of links connected to the intersection point






ControlTyp Type of signal control obtained from crash data
-signal, -stop, -unsignalized







OID, TARGET FID Used for linking purpose
Majseg Name of major segment
majADT07, majADT08, majADT09 Adjusted ADT for 2007, 2008 and 2009 for major segment
Minseg Name of minor segment
minADT07, minADT08, minADT09 Adjusted ADT for 2007, 2008 and 2009 for minor segment (0-no ADT available)
X_point X-coordinate of the intersection point in decimal degree
Y_point Y-coordinate of the intersection point in decimal degree
IntID Intersection ID of the corresponding isolated or clustered intersections (21 5 the intersection is
not a part of any intersection)
TABLE A-3
List of variables in ‘Intersection (Isolated or Clustered)’
Variable Name Definition
IntID Intersection ID (unique for an isolated or clustered intersection)
NumIntPoints Number of Intersection Points
NumSigIntPoints Number of signalized intersection points
NumNonSignalIntPoints Number of non-signalized Intersection points
majADT07, majADT08 majADT09 Adjusted major ADT in 2007, 2008, 2009
minADT07, minADT08, minADT09 Adjusted minor ADT in 2007, 2008, 2009







NumStStInter Number of state-State Intersections
NumStLocInter Number of state-local intersections
TotalLegs Total number of legs
NumStateLegs Total number of state legs
NumLocalLegs Tota number of local legs
NumLegsWithMed Number of legs with median
NumLegsNOMed Number of legs without median
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TABLE A-4
List of variables in table ‘State Ramps’
Variable Name Definition
OID/FID Object ID (unique IDs assigned by ArcGIS)
LRS_ID Linear Reference System ID present in Indiana Road Inventory Database
















J-Connector from A Ramp
K-Connector from B Ramp
L-Connector from C Ramp
M-Connector from D Ramp
P-Loop Connector from E to F
R-Loop Connector from G to H
S-Loop Connector from H to E
T-Loop Connector from F to G
Other non-standard connectors N, Q, and U through Z
Length Length (in feet)
FC_ID Linker to Indiana Road Inventory
RampID Interchange numbers are assigned according to the milepost of priority roads







ADT07, ADT08, ADT09 Adjusted ADT for 2007, 2008, and 2009
VMT07, VMT08, VMT09 Vehicle miles traveled /year calculated from ADT
X_Start X-coordinate of start point in decimal degree
Y_Start Y-coordinate of start point in decimal degree
X_End X-coordinate of end point in decimal degree
Y_End Y-coordinate of end point in decimal degree
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TABLE A-5
List of variables in table ‘State Bridges’1
Variable Name Definition
OID/FID Object ID (unique IDs assigned by ArcGIS)
RID Route ID for referencing to Segments (Route established by roadway name and type)




StructureN NBI structure number
InventoryR The inventory route (The inventory route is a 9-digit code composed of 5 segments)
FeatsInter Description of the features intersected by the structure and a critical facility indicator
FaciCarr The facility being carried by the structure.
Loc Narrative description of the bridge location (e.g. ,3.5 km south of SR 69
BypassLeng The bypass/detour length: represents the total additional travel for a vehicle which would result from closing
of the bridge
Toll The toll status of the structure.
1-toll bridge, 2-on toll road, 3-on free road, 4-on interstate segment under secretarial agreement , 5-toll bridge
is a segment under secretarial agreement.
Owner Actual name of the owner (federal, state, etc.)
FuncClass Functional Classification of Inventory Route.
Rural
01- Principal Arterial - Interstate






11 -Principal arterial - interstate
12 -Principal arterial - other freeways or
expressways




YrCons The year of construction of the structure (4 digit)
LanedOn_Un The number of lanes being carried by the structure
ADT Average daily traffic
YearADT Year of ADT
DesignLoad Live load for which structure was designed
ApprRdwayW Approach roadway width in meter
BridgeMedi Bridge Median Code:
0- No median
1 -Open median
2 -Closed median (no barrier)
3 -Closed median with non-mountable barriers
Skew Angle between the centerline of a pier and a line normal to the roadway centerline
TrafSafety Bridge inspection shall include the recording of information on the following traffic safety features so that the
evaluation of their adequacy can be made. (0-inspected features does not meet criteria; 1-meets criteria; N-N/
A)
Items of Information:
A- Bridge railings 1 digit
B- Transitions 1 digit
C- Approach guardrail 1 digit
D- Approach guardrail ends 1 digit
HisSign Historical Significance (scale 1–5)
NavContrl Indicate for this item whether or not navigation control (a bridge permit for navigation) is required.
N-n/a, 0-no navigation control, 1-navoigation control is present
NavHorCle Navigation horizontal clearance measure in meter




TypeServic Type of service under or over bridge






6 -Overpass structure at an interchange or second level of a multilevel interchange
7 -Third level (Interchange)
8 -Fourth level (Interchange)
9 -Building or plaza
0 -Other
Strype_Main Structure type main (material type and design)
NoSpanMain Number of spans in main unit
InvTotalHo Inventory road total horizontal clearance (in meter)
LenggOfMaxS Length of maximum span (in meters)
StrLength Length of bridge measured(in meters) back to back of back walls of abutments or from paving notch to
paving notch
CurbWidth Curb of sidewalk width
BridgeRdway Bridge roadway width in meter s(curb to curb)
DeckWidth_ Deck width (out to out) in meter
MinVerClea A 4-digit number should be coded to represent the clearance to the nearest hundredth of a meter
…… ……
FMEAS Start point on RID (meter)
TMEAS End point on RID (meter)
RteLen Length of route (meter)
SEGTYPE Segment type (as per 5% segment type)
StateLocal 15State, 05Local







X_Start X-coordinate of start point in decimal degree
Y_Start Y-coordinate of start point in decimal degree
X_End X-coordinate of end point in decimal degree
Y_End Y-coordinate of end point in decimal degree
1NBI Data Dictionary contains the complete data definition
TABLE A-6
List of variables in table ‘County’
OID/FID Object ID (unique IDs assigned by ArcGIS)
COUNTY Name of County
CTYFIPS County FIPS (Federal Information Processing Standard ) Code
STNAME, STATE, STFIPS State name, state abbreviation, state FIPS
AreaSgMile Area in square miles
SUM_VMT Summation of township’s VMT aggregated over county
POP2000 Population per Census 2000
SUM_Townsh Total vehicles: summation of township’s vehicles aggregated over County
VMT07, VMT08, VMT09 Vehicle miles traveled /year calculated from ADT
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TABLE A-7
List of variables in table ‘Township’
Variable Name Definition
OID/FID Object ID (unique IDs assigned by ArcGIS)
COUNTY, Cnty_Name County code, county name
COUSUBFP, MCD_Name Township code, township name
SUM_AGG_VE Total number of vehicles (found by aggregate TAZs over township)
SUM_A_AGFO Number of agricultural/forestry employment
SUM_B_MINI Number of mining employment
SUM_C_CONS Number of construction employment
SUM_D_MANU Number of manufacturing employment
SUM_E_TRAN Number of transportation related employment
SUM_F_WHOL Number of wholesale business employment
SUM_G_RETA Number of retail business employment
SUM_I_SVCS Number of. service employment
SUM_J_PUBA No. public administration employment
SUM_TOT_EMP Number of total employment
SUM_EDUCATION Number of education employment
AggHHInc Total household
Ruralper Percentage of rural area
UrbanPer Percentage of urban area
Suburbper Percentage of suburban area
StationID Weather Station ID
Station Name Station
SUM_POP2000 Population per census 2000
SUM_WHITE….SUM_HISPAN Population by race per census 2000
SUM_MALE, SUM_FEMALE Population by gender per census 2000
SUM_AGE_UN5 … SUM_AGE_65 Population by age group per census 2000
SUM_HOUSOLD… SUM_RENTER Number of household s and other household variables
STNAME, STATE, STFIPS State name, state abbreviation, state FIPS
AreaSgMile Area in square miles
VMT07, VMT08, VMT09 Vehicle miles traveled /year calculated from ADT
TABLE A-8
List of variables in table ‘City’
Variable Name Definition
OID/FID Object ID (unique IDs assigned by ArcGIS)
PLC Place Code from U.S. Census Bureau
PLACEFP County and place FIPS code of place from U.S .Census Bureau
NAME Name of the city
LSAD Place type code (57-census designated place, 58-city, 59-city, Indianapolis, 60-town)
LSAD_TRANS Place type literal meaning
STFID State, county and place FIPS code
POP2000 The year 2000 population for the palce
WHITE, BLACK…HISPANIC Population by different race
MALES, FEMALES Population by gender
AGE_UNDER5 to AGE_65_UP Population by age
MED_AGE, MED_AGE_M, MED_AGE_F Median age, median age for male, median age for females
HOUSEHOLDS Total number of households
AVG_HH_SZ Average household size
HSEHLD_1_M …RENTER_OCC Different household and household unit variables
AreaSgMile Area in sq mile
SUM_PropVeh Total number of registered vehicle (aggregated over cities/towns from TAZs)
VMT07, VMT08, VMT09 Vehicle miles traveled per year calculated from ADT




Data management in this tool includes updating the existing data
by contacting the sources for new data, reformatting them to meet
the standards of the CRS database (called also master database),
integrating these data into tables that meet the master database
specifications, and replacing the existing data. These new
formatted and integrated data are then post-processed to make
them available for use by the network safety screening tool. The
data maintenance is facilitated by a suite of procedures developed
by the CRS or available in ArcGIS. The data updating may be
performed annually or when a major change of data at any of the
data sources occurs to reflect these changes to the screening
process. See Figure B-1 for the components associated with the
data management user interface.
DATA RETRIEVAL FROM SOURCE DATA






Land-use and Demographic Data
County, Township, and City Boundary
Crash Data
Following is a brief description of the process to retrieve data
from these sources:
Step 1- Obtaining Network Data from Source
There are two designated data sources for the network data
TIGER that is used as the base layer for the screening tool. This
shape file is public and can be downloaded for free.
Source1:
The first source is the TIGER census website, which is available at
the following link of the U.S. Census Bureau. http://www.census.
gov/cgi-bin/geo/shapefiles2010/main. This source provides the
most updated TIGER file.
Choose ‘‘Road’’ as the layer type and submit. The next link will
appear.
To obtain all roads select ‘‘Indiana’’ in the ‘‘All Roads’’ Category
and then submit. User may also select the ‘‘Primary and
Secondary’’ category in order to access the state road layer.
For the ‘‘all roads’’ category, the current download scheme is to
download the county shapes files one by one. The user needs to
use the ArcGIS software utility to merge these files. However, for
‘‘Primary and Secondary’’ or to start the road category the user
needs can update the whole shape file for Indiana one time. Once
the submit button is pressed, the download option will pop-up and
the user needs to save the files in any designated space in user’s
computer. Once the files are downloaded, they can be added to the
ArcGIS map by using the Add Data feature in ArcGIS.
Source 2:
Another source of downloading the TIGER file is from
Indianamap (http://www.indianamap.org). The Indiana Map is a
collaborative effort of the Indiana Geographic Information
Officer (GIO), the Indiana Geographic Information Council
(IGIC), the Indiana Department of Transportation (INDOT),
the Indiana Geological Survey (IGS), the University Information
Technology Services (UITS) of Indiana University, and other
federal, state, and local partners.
The following link provides access to download the TIGER file.
http://inmap.indiana.edu/dload_page/infrastructure.html
However, the TIGER line shape file available in this source are
not as recent as those available from the U.S.Census Bureau.
A snapshot of the TIGER line database for all roads (which was
originally used for the five percent report) is shown in Figure B-5.
The left map shows the complete network and the right map
shows the state roads only.
The basic TIGER file does not contain detailed geometry
information. The important variables present in the TIGER
database are listed in Table B-1.
The original TIGER map (which was downloaded from
Indianamap) was modified for the five percent report and this
Figure B-1 Data Management User Interface Components
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Figure B-3 Downloading TIGER Road Shape file: Selecting State
Figure B-2 Downloading TIGER Road Shape file for Census Bureau: Choosing Road Option
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Figure B-4 Downloading TIGER Road Shape file from Indiana Map
Figure B-5 All Roads (left) and State Roads Only (right) for TIGER Road Shape File
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modified layer was used for the screening tool. The following
modifications were made after the file was downloaded:
Ramp layer was removed from the map to make it simple.
Each double line feature for divided roadways was made a single line.
Intersections were created at the intersections of two poly-lines
with the exception of bridge nodes. The modified layer then had
673,315 segments. Around 530,031 nodes were created from the
layer based on the intersecting segments.
The segments were then classified into 12 segment categories based
on the CFCC classification.
It is recommended that the user refer to the five percent research
reports submitted to INDOT from 2007 through 2010 to gain a
detailed understanding of the transition from the TIGER layer to
the more refined five percent layer.
Step 2- Obtaining Road Inventory Data
The Indiana road inventory is available from INDOT. The
inventory has already been converted to the shape file and
therefore can be visualized in ArcGIS. There is no public domain
to download the inventory data. The Indiana road inventory
provides a wide range of information for building a comprehen-
sive road datasets and has 177,402 segments, which is longer than
the segment length in the TIGER file. Figure B-6 shows a
snapshot view of the Indiana road inventory.
Step 3-Obtaining Bridge Data
Bridge data must be extracted from the National Bridge Inventory
(NBI) online database. NBI is a collection of information (datasets)
covering just under 600,000 bridges in the U.S.that are located on
public roads, including interstate highways, U.S. highways, state and
county roads, and publicly-accessible bridges on federal lands. NBI
provides a state by state summary analysis of the number, location,
and general condition of highway bridges within each state.
The NBI ASCII file can be accessed at http://www.fhwa.dot.gov/
bridge/nbi/ascii.cfm. Figure B-7 shows that different years of NBI
ASCII data are available. For updating purposes, the most recent
year data should be chosen. The above link will lead to another
page having the list of all states. Choose ‘‘Indiana’’ to proceed to
the next step (Figure B-8)
A disclaimer page will pop-up. The user needs to right click the
‘‘proceed on link’’ (Figure B-9) and save the data in csv. format.
Since the final bridge data collection with the process will be in a
non-GIS (.csv or .txt) format, this file will later require conversion
to a GIS format based on the coordinate (latitude and longitude)
information. This process will be done in the data reformatting
module and will be discussed in that particular section.
Step 4- Obtaining Weather Data
Weather data need to be extracted from the National Climatic
Data Center (NCDC) website. Weather stations collect daily
rainfall, snow, and temperature values which are required to be
aggregated to monthly values in order to integrate with the master
record sets. If the user’s domain is gov, mil, edu, us, or k12; free
access is available to the NCDC online systems. See the following
instructions to download data from NCDC.
Follow the link: http://cdo.ncdc.noaa.gov/pls/plclimprod/
poemain.accessrouter?datasetabbv 5SOD and continue with the
advanced option (Figure B-10).
The user will reach the page shown in Figure B-11. Select state as
:Indiana’’ and ‘‘Entire State’’ and send output to ‘‘Web form.’’
Continue then to the following page where the user will reach the
webpage as shown in Figure B-12.
Select the date range based on the user-defined period. Here, we
have selected January 2005 to December 2009. Then, continue to
the next page and select the check-box ‘‘Inventory Review’’ and
enter your e-mail address on the form shown in Figure B-13. Then
submit the request.
User will receive FTP links to download data to your designated
e-mail address. Depending on size, it may take several minutes to
hours to process the request. The links sent to users will be similar
to that shown below:
Links 1 and 2 contain similar data. The user needs to use Link 2 if he
wants to further process data in an Excel worksheet. Link 3 shows
the station information and Link 4 contains the inventory list.
Step 5-Extracting Ramp Data
The ramp network is present in both TIGER and the Indiana road
inventory. However, the Indiana road inventory contains more
complete ramp data and is thus preferred over TIGER. The ramps
therefore were extracted from the Indiana Road inventory for this
TABLE B-1






Census Feature Classification Code (road classification
used by the U.S. Bureau of the Census)
FRADDL Start Address (left)
TOADDL End Address (Left)
FRADDR Start Address (right)
TOADDR End Address (right)
ZIPL Zip Code (left)
ZIPR Zip Code (right)
Figure B-6 Indiana Road Inventory
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tool. Also, as mentioned previously, the ramp layer from the
TIGER file was removed to simplify the network.
Open ArcMap and add Inventory layer. Click ‘‘Selection-.Select
by Feature’’ and add the following query (i.e. ‘‘RAM’’ ,. ‘‘). The
query will select only those features which have a RampID
(Figure B-15).
Upon submitting this query, the ramps will be selected. Export the
ramp file as a new layer (e.g., Ramplayer.shp).
The new ramp layer can be added to the ArcGIS map window for
further processing. Once added to the map, the ramp layer can be
distinguished from the rest of the inventory layer. See Figure B-17
where the ramp layer can be easily distinguished from the inventory
layer.
Step 6- Obtaining TAZ, County, Township and City
Boundary Data
The Traffic Analysis Zone (TAZ) contains the land-use and
demographic information, which can be obtained from different
sources. However, for the comprehensive planning data required
for travel demand forecasting, the INDOT Modeling and
Forecasting Section is a useful source. This layer is not available
for download from a public domain.
There is also a free source available at the following link: http://
inmap.indiana.edu/dload_page/infrastructure.html.
In order to obtain the county, township, and city boundary layer,
the following steps should be followed:
Figure B-7 Options to Download a Particular Year of NBI Data
Figure B-8 Choosing Indiana from NBI Database for a
Particular Year
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Figure B-9 Saving File from Disclaimer Page from NBI Database
Figure B-10 Accessing Data Selection Screen from NCDC
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Go to the following link:
http://inmap.indiana.edu/dload_page/demographics.html
Download the three shape files: a) county, b) populated areas, and
c) minor civil divisions (townships)
Once the features are downloaded, add the layers in ArcGIS
database in order to visualize and check for correctness. The four
layers should resemble the below maps:
All four shape files are polygon data. There are a total 92 counties,
1,011 townships, 601 cities or populated areas, and 4,720 internal
(i.e., those within Indiana) and surrounding TAZs in Indiana.
Step 7- Obtaining Crash Data
Crash data is provided by the Indiana State Police.
The ARIES website was developed and is maintained by Open
Portal Solutions to serve as a portal to the State of Indiana’s
repository for the traffic collision and surveillance reports
completed by Indiana law enforcement agencies. The online
repository link to ARIES is: http://aries.in.gov/Public/Home.aspx
Thecodevalues for the variables present in crash data can beexplained




Step-1 Adjusting for AADT by year
AADT information should be updated for each year. For each
additional AADT, add a new column to the new table. Adjustment
factors are available in the form of weekday factors, seasonal
adjustment factors, and annual growth rate factors by functional
class.
A useful link for adjustment factor information is: http://www.in.
gov/indot/files/INDOT_2009_AADT_Adjustment_Factors.pdf.
Equations to adjust AADT:
From already adjusted AADT from previous year: AADT
(adjusted) 5 Previous year AADT (adjusted) 5 Previous year
AADT*GrowthFactor
From unadjusted ADT from previous year: AADT (adjusted) 5
Previous year ADT(unadjusted)*Weekday Factor*SeasonalFactor
*GrowthFactor
Figure B-11 Selections of Spatial Range and File Type for Data
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From traffic counts from previous year: AADT (adjusted) 5
Previous year Traffic counts *dailyfactor*Weekday Factor*Seasonal
Factor *GrowthFactor
BRIDGE LAYER INTEGRATION
In this process, the bridge center point is located on the
corresponding road based on its latitude and longitude, matching
the facility carrier name with the road network. Then the start and
end points of the bridge structure are located based on the segment
length along the roadway and a separate bridge layer is created.
Step 1- Making Shape File from Previously
Downloaded NBI Datasets (.csv or .txt format)
In order to create a shape file from the downloaded NBI datasets,
add the .csv (or .xls) file in ArcGIS map window.
Right click the non-GIS (here .xls) file in the Table of Contents
window in ArcGIS and click ‘‘display XY data.’’
Select the latitude value (in decimal degree) as the Y-value and the
longitude value (in decimal degrees) as the X-value.
The bridge points will be populated in the map. The new displayed
feature is known as ‘‘XY Event Source’’ in ArcGIS terminology,
which is a temporary file that needs to be saved as a permanent
shape file. Right click the newly created XY Event Source’’ and
export the data. Choose the file type as .shp (shape file). A similar
GIS representation will be created which the user can use any time
for future purposes.
Step 2- Create Route Based on Segment’s Name and
Type
In order to create a route based on a segment name and type, first
add the segment shape file in ArcGIS and then click the ‘‘Create
route’’ geoprocessing tool under the Linear Reference System Tools.
The ‘Create Route’ window will appear. User needs to specify: the
input polyline feature (i.e. the segment layer), route identifier field
and, the output route layer. In order to use the road name and
type both as a identifier for the route ID, a new field needs to be
created. The new field ‘‘Segment_Type,’’ is created by concatenat-
ing the segment name and type. For example, a specific value for
‘‘Segment_Type’’ can be ‘‘StateRd6,7,’’ which stands for the road
name and type separated by a character ‘,’. After creating the
route by using the criteria, it should combine small segments up to
the locations until when the names and type do not change.
Figure B-12 Selection of Data Range
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Figure B-13 Data Request Submission
Figure B-14 Links Sent by NCDC to Download Weather Data
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Step 3- Attaching Center Point To Nearby Roadway by
Spatial Join
After creating the route, it needs to be linked to the bridge center
point. The user needs to use ‘Locate feature along route’’ under the
linear referencing tool to spatially locate the bridge on the segments.
The user needs to select the Bridge layer as the input feature and
the route created in setp-2 as the input route. A certain search
radius (e.g., 150 ft) should be selected. The user also needs to make
sure that the ‘‘Keep only closest route location’’ is checked so that
a bridge center point can be referenced to more than one route.
(see Figure B-26).
Figure B-28 shows the output after running step 3.
Step 4-Roadway Name Matching
Upon running step 3, a new table called the ‘‘bridgeNearTable’’
will be created. All routes within a certain distance to the bridge
are identified and their names compared to the road name of the
bridge. The route with the same name as the bridge road is
assigned to this bridge. In the case of more than one routes having
the same name as the bridge road, the closest route is assigned. An
application has been developed in ArcGIS to perform the
matching. Cick the tab ‘‘Bridge’’ in the data processing tool to
perform the matching.
Step 5-Creating Bridge End Points Locations on
Roadway
Once the matching is completed, the start and end point locations
should be calculated for the route. For this step, two new fields,
FMEAS and TMEAS (from measurement and to measurement),
need to be created and then a specific formula is used to calculate
the start and end point location on the route (see Figure B-30).
Figure B-15 Query to Extract Ramp Data
Figure B-16 Exporting the Ramp Layer
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According to Figure B-30, ‘LenofStruc’ stands for a variable in
the NBI bridge datasets, which represents a length of bridge
structure (in 1/10 of a meter). MEAS is the measure of the bridge
center point on the route in meters.
The ArcGIS routing system, by default, uses meters and the user
needs to be cautious about the unit conversion.
Step 6- Create Bridge Segment Layer
After the FMEAS and TMEAS are calculated for the segments,
the bridge can be created as a separate polyline feature. Use the
tool ‘‘Make Route Event Layer’’ under ‘‘Linear Referencing
Tools’’ in ArcGIS and provide inputs for 1) Route, 2) Route
Identifier Field, and 3) Event Table. Here, for the event table, the
input table will be the bridge near table. Also, the newly created
fields in Step 5 ( FMEAS and TMEAS) need to be specified.
After submitting the geo-processing ‘‘make route event layer’’
process, a new shape file will be created.
SPLITTING SEGMENTS
Splitting long segments into short element segments of uniform
length is needed for a more precise identification of locations with
safety issues along long segments. Before the splitting process is
performed, the network needs to be ‘‘un-split’’ by using the GIS
geo-processing tool that avoids combining segments of different
names and different types. This ensures reasonable homogeneity
of the combined segments and avoids the problem with the
segment identification.
There are two different steps in splitting segments:
Step 1: Un-split the Segments
To un-split a segment, ArcGIS 10 has a new geo-processing tool
available under the following link: data management. features.
un-split line.
The un-split tool mainly has an option for the input features and
output features directory location and name (see Figure B-33).
Step 2: Split Line by Split Tool in Data Management
Interface
Use the splitting tool under the data management interface.
Specify the maximum distance between two intersections which
will not be split and the typical uniform length for splitting (in ft).
LINKING INVENTORY DATA
The data integration algorithm for linking the Indiana inventory
data is shown in Figure B-35. The step-by-step approach for data
integration are discussed below:
Step 1: Creating Inventory Route
First, from the Indiana road inventory, a route should be created
and the segment needs to be located on the layer. This method is
similar to the steps followed for ‘‘Bridge Integration.’’
In order to create a route based on the inventory layer, add the
inventory shape file in ArcGIS and then click the ‘‘Create route’’
geoproecssing tool under Linear Reference System Tools. The
‘Create Route’ window will appear. User needs to specify: the input
Figure B-17 Adding New Ramp Layer to Map Window
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polyline feature (i.e. the inventory layer), route identifier field and,
the output route layer. The functional class route will be created.
Step 2- Locating Segment Layer To Nearby Inventory
After creating the inventory route, the segments need to be linked
to the route. The user needs to use ‘‘Locate feature along route’’ in
linear referencing tool to spatially locate the bridge on the
segments. The input for this module area is input
feature5StateSegment Layer, Input Route5 Inventory Route,
Route Identifier 5 ObjectID1. Also, the search radius can be set
to 150 ft. After running the module, a table showing the route
event will be produced.
Step 3: Create Point Layer for Start and End Points
Create a point layer for start and end points feature class by using
‘‘Feature Vertices To Points’’’ tool. Run this first for the ’’Start’’
point and then for the ‘‘End’’ Point. Two shape files,
StateRoad_Split_Start and StateRoad_Split_End, will be created.
Step 4 Data Integration
The user needs to use the ‘‘Data Integration’’ tab under the data
management tool to finish the integration. The inputs for these
operations are the segment file, the point layers for the start and
end points, and the output table created in Step 2.
After running Step 4, a shape file the integration results will be
created as shown in Figure B-39.
CRASH ASSIGNMENT
Step 1: Convert Crash Records to Shape File
The crash records need to be converted to a shape file in order to
perform the proximity-based crash assignment. Step 1 of the
bridge layer integration shows a way to convert the NBI datasets
into a shape file. Similar techniques will be used to convert the
crash table (collision table only) into a shape file.
Figure B-18 County, Township, City, and TAZ Maps
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Figure B-19 Adjustment Factors Downloaded from INDOT Website
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Step 2: Aggregate Crash Files
Although crash assignment can be performed year by year, the
aggregation of different years’ crash files can eliminate some
repetitive work. The ArcGIS geo-processing operation ‘‘merge’’
needs is used for this operation. The merge tool is available in
Data ManagementTools. General.Merge.
Once the merge tool window opens, the user needs to add each
year’s crash files (.shp) one by one in the Input Datasets list.
The ‘‘field map’’ options in this tool can help edit the final fields
layout. It is required to have each crash file’s field name and types
identical to one another in order to perform the operation of this
tool successfully.
Step 3: Use Model Builder to Assign Crash
The crash assignment model builder is a customizable tool
developed at the Center for Road Safety (CRS) to assign the
crashes. Any tool developed as a ‘‘Model builder’’ first needs to be
opened in the ArcGIS environment. The user needs to right click
on the ArcToolBox window and add the corresponding user-
defined tool. After the whole list of user-defined tools are added to
the ArcToolBox, the user needs to right click on the
‘‘CrashAssignmentFinal’’ tool and open the edit environment.
The model builder’s editing environment will appear.
In the editing environment, the user has the flexibility to change
the criteria for crash assignment. Each component in ‘‘yellow’’
indicates a particular geo-processing operation. Therefore, the
model builder has mainly two different geo-processing operations:
‘‘Select by Attribute’’ and ‘‘Generate Near Table.’’ Components in
blue are inputs and components in green are output.
By double clicking the expression input for the very first
component, the user will be able to see the query builder for
crash selection. The user can change the query in order to obtain a
different subset of crashes for a specific element.
By double clicking on the ‘‘Generate Near Table’’ component, the
user can open the second geo-processing tool ‘‘Generate Near Table.’’
It can give users the flexibility to choose the input feature (i.e., crash
layer), the near feature (i.e., element layer) and the buffer distance.
Once the parameters are properly specified, clicking on the run
button at the top will generate whole sets of crash assignment
modules and one output table for each element. The output table
will show the crash IDs and corresponding assigned element IDs.
Once the output tables have been created, they can be joined with
the crash table by common field IDs (FID in output file with FID
in crash file). See Figure B-45 (left).
Once the tables are joined, the user needs to create a specific field
in the crash table to copy the assigned IDs for a specific element.
For example, for a segment, the user may add a field SegID and
for intersection, IntID, and so on. Finally, after copying the IDs,
the user may remove the join between the two tables. After crash
assignment, the user should have a table as shown in Figure B-44
(right).
Figure B-20 Adding NBI Data in ArcMap
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Figure B-21 Displaying the Bridge Center Points on Map
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Figure B-22 Selecting the Inputs for Displaying Center Point of Bridge
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Figure B-23 Exporting the Bridge Center Point Display File to Shape File
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Figure B-24 Create Route Using LRS Tool in ArcGIS
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Figure B-25 Routes Created and Bridge Center Points
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Figure B-26 Locating Bridge Point along the Route-1
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Figure B-27 Locating Bridge Point along the Route-2
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Figure B-28 Output File after Locating Bridge along Route
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Figure B-29 Bridge Name Matching Tool under Data Management Interface
Figure B-30 Calculating Start and End Point Locations
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Figure B-31 Create Bridge Polyline Layer Input
Figure B-32 Bridge Layer along with Segment Layer
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Figure B-33 Un-split Segments before Splitting (ArcGIS 10)
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Figure B-34 Split Tool in Data Management Interface
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Figure B-35 Data Integration Algorithm
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Figure B-36 Locating Segment Layer Along Inventory Route
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Figure B-37 Creating Point Layer for End Points
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Figure B-38 Data Integration Tool in Data Management Interface
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Figure B-39 Output Table after Running the Data Integration Tool
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Figure B-40 Merging Multiple Year Crash Shape Files
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Figure B-41 Model Builder Editing Environment
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Figure B-42 Editing Model Builder Crash Selection Criteria for Subsets of Crashes
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Figure B-43 Editing Generate Near Table Option in Crash Assignment Model Builder
Figure B-44 Running Crash Selection Model Builder
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PREFACE
The following User Manual describes a Safety Needs
Identification Package (SNIP) for identifying roads and areas
that experience and excessive number of crashes and may require
special attention. The Manual includes four chapters. Chapters 1,
2, and 3 describe tool needed to perform the screening task and to
present the results. Chapter 4 presents an example study with
SNIP to illustrate its features. Additional information about the
engineering basis of the operations described in this volume can be
found in Volume 1: Identifying Traffic Safety Needs – A
Systematic Approach – A Research Report. Volume 1,
Appendix B, describes the data management procedures that
must be performed annually or every other year to ensure that the
data used by the SNIP are up to date.
The SNIP runs in the MS Windows XP/Vista/7 environment
and requires the MS .NET Framework 3.5, MS Access (minimum
2007 version), and Google Earth. The MS .NET Framework is
installed automatically during the first installation of SNIP if the
computer does not have this component. An Internet connection
must be turned on when installing the MS .NET Framework and
when using the Google Earth.
To install the SNIP, the user should unzip the provided file into a folder
of his/her choice, copy the SNIP Files folder to the MS Windows My
Documents folder and run the installation process by clicking on
the setup.exe file. The readme.txt file explains the installation steps.
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1 SAFETY NEEDS IDENTIFICATION
PACKAGE - SNIP





The SNIP is developed for MS Windows XP/Vista/7.
To be able to run all SNIP components Microsoft
Access 2007 or later, MS. Net Framework, and Google
Earth must be installed. If Google Earth is not
installed, it can be downloaded and installed at no
charge from the following web page: http://www.
google.com/earth/index.html. Furthermore, the instal-
lation of the MS. NET is executed by the SNIP
installation application if the computer is connected to
the Internet. An Internet connection is also needed to
run the visualization tool via the Google Earth.
1.2 Installation
To install the SNIP, the user should unzip the
provided file into a folder of his/her choice, copy the
SNIP Files folder to the MS Windows My Documents
folder, and run the installation process by clicking on
the setup.exe file (Figure 1). The readme.txt file explains
the installation steps.
Once you installed the program and made sure it is
working, you may delete the unzipped files in the folder
with the setup.exe file () to save disk space. Be sure to
save the zipped/compressed file in case you need to
reinstall the program.
DO NOT delete the files in the SNIP Files folder.
Also, DO NOT delete the files in the folder to which the
program was installed.
1.3 Running SNIP
The program can be run through the icon created
by the installation process at the desktop or through
the start menu were the SNIP program should be
listed. The SNIP program allows you to access the
three modules of the tool by selecting the appro-
priate tab.
Screening tool
The first tab allows running the screening tool by
clicking on the ‘‘Start Screening’’ button (Figure 2). The
screening tool identifies which road elements experience
an excessive number of crashes. Chapter 2 explains how
to use the screening tool.
Clustering tool
The clustering tool found under the second SNIP tab
(Figure 3) allows clustering road elements identified
with the screening tool. The clustering combines small
road elements into larger parts of the road network
based on the safety performance measures. The
obtained clusters may be more suitable for certain
safety interventions. Chapter 3 gives more details of the
clustering tool.
Visualization tool
The third tab shown in Figure 4 allows creating
KML files for visualization of results of the screening
tool and of the clustering tool. KML is a file format
used to display geographic data in a GIS-based browser
such as Google Earth or Google Maps. Chapter 4
explains the visualization tool.
Figure 1 SNIP Installation
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Figure 2 SNIP Screening Tab
Figure 3 SNIP Clustering Tab
Figure 4 SNIP Visualization Tab
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2 SCREENING TOOL
2.1 Introduction
The Screening Tool assists the user in identifying
areas and road elements (segments and intersections)
with potential safety problems in the Indiana roadway
system. The screening tool uses the Indiana crash data,
a comprehensive inventory of the Indiana roadway
system, AADT information, ramps, bridges, and census
data. It was developed in Microsoft Access 2007, using
SQL and Visual Basic for applications and is one of the
components in a broader safety evaluation system.
The tool contains an interface to the query editor
that helps the user build queries by offering a number of
choices of crash and road element properties (Figure 5).
The selection is then converted internally to SQL by the
tool’s screening engine and executed in Microsoft
Access, to extract both crashes and road elements of
interest. These road elements and their respective
assigned crashes undergo a number of statistical
analyses, and the final results are then presented to
the user in tabular form. The results can then be used
by the clustering and special studies module, or moved
into the visualization tool.
To properly use the screening tool, the user should
understand how the tool breaks down the screening
process into the following steps:
1) Identify the scope of the problem
The scope is the geographic unit where the user intends
to conduct the screening. In the safety screening tool,
four scopes have been defined; namely, state, county,
township, and city. The scope can be limited to a
particular county/township or multiple counties/town-
ships, but it should always be greater than the elements
in geographic extent.
2) Identify the family of elements that will be evaluated
An element is the smallest unit of aggregation level for
which the user would like to investigate safety perfor-
mance. Elements can be of the infrastructure type, such
as segments, intersection points, intersections, ramps, or
bridges, or can be a geographic area such as county and
city within the scope. Therefore, the scope can be seen as
a basket of elements, and an agency’s main interest
would be to investigate the safety performance of
elements within the scope.
3) Specify the type of crashes of interest for the study
After defining the scope and element of interest, it is
important to define the crash type of interest. A crash
type is defined by the corresponding crash selection
criteria. For example, an agency might be interested in
fatal or incapacitating injury crashes only or nighttime
crashes only for some specific study. Another example is
looking exclusively at the alcohol-related crashes for a
targeted enforcement purpose. Crash selection criteria
are dependent on the crash report variables and their
availability.
4) Specify what conditions the elements of interest must
satisfy
Element (or road) selection criteria are also present in
the tool. The Indiana road inventory is embedded in the
master database, thus allowing a user to look at the
crash propensity for specific design conditions. For
example, users might investigate a particular roadway
with a specific median type/width or intersections of a
certain type with a specific number of legs. The
combination of both crash and element selection criteria
can be a great tool for choosing candidates for a specific
program. Figure 6 shows the interaction among scope,
element, and selection criteria in the overall safety
screening process.
5) Select the metrics by which the elements will have their
safety evaluated.
After the user defines the scope, element, and selection
criteria, it is important to define the way safety will be
ascertained. There are three basic measures of safety
available to the SNIP user:
- Crash Frequency: Crash frequency represents the
crash count of either the total crashes or a specific
subset of crashes following some criteria determined
by the user.
Figure 5 Screening Tool Architecture
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- Crash Rate: Crash rate is the frequency/exposure
ratio. The measure of exposure can vary depending
on the type of elements selected (Table 1).
- Proportions of Crash: Proportion is the ratio of two
crash counts: (1) Studied crashes (numerator), (2)
Reference crashes (denominator). The only condition
is that the studied crashes are a subset of the
reference crashes. For example, if the nighttime
crashes are studied, then all crashes (nighttime and
daytime) could be a valid type of reference crashes.
6) Evaluate the results.
The results of the queries are presented in a tabular form
and they include a list of all elements matching the
element selection criteria in the chosen scope, with their
corresponding frequencies, rates, and/or proportions of
the crashes that satisfy the crash selection criteria. The
tables include basic information about the elements and
their GIS coordinates, where applicable, to assist later
visualization of the results. Measures of statistical
confidence (confidence F and index I, as explained later)
are included to determine if the element indeed
experiences higher number of crashes than the average
number in the scope. Table 2 displays the equations used
in calculating the performance indicators used for each
type of metrics available to the user.
Assuming that:
t 5 number of study years,
h 5 threshold crash rate set by policy,
m 5 number of crashes expected for the element under
average safety,
v 5 variance of the m estimate.
Evaluated road element (segment, intersection, or area)
during t years:
c 5 number of studied crashes,
r 5 number of reference crashes,
e 5 exposure.
Figure 6 Scope, Elements, and Crashes, and their Selection Criteria
TABLE 1
Exposure Measures for Different Road Elements
Element of Investigation Exposure
County Population, VMT*, Registered
vehicles, Area
City Population, VMT*, Registered
vehicles, Area
Township Population, VMT*, Registered
vehicles, Area
State Segment Daily VMT, Length
State-State Intersection Intersection ADT
State-Local Intersection State (major) ADT
Ramp Daily VMT, Length
Bridge Daily VMT, Length
Note * Note available in the current version
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All road elements in the query scope:
n 5 number of elements,
s 5 total number of studied crashes,
d 5 total number of reference crashes,
w 5 total exposure.
2.2 User Interface
The MS Access must be installed before the
Screening Tool can be executed. The user may run
the screening tool directly from the SNIP tab or may
locate the Standard Screening Tool.accde file in the My
Documents/SNIP Files folder and double click on it to
open. It will automatically bring up the MS Access in
which the tool runs.
When the user runs the screening tool for the first
time, it is possible that MS Access display a warning
alert saying that certain content in the database has
been disabled (Figure 7). If that occurs, the user has the
option to click on the options button in the warning
and enable the content (Figure 8).
If the user enables the content as described above, the
effect is temporary and only lasts during the execution
of the program. Every time the user runs the tool, he/
she will be greeted by the warning. To have a more
permanent solution, the user could follow these steps:
1) Click on the Office Button, and then click on ‘‘Access
Options’’ at the right bottom of the menu.
2) Click on Trust Center, select Trust Center Settings, and
then click on Macro Settings.
3) Select ‘‘Enable all macros’’.
4) Click on the OK buttons until the user is back in Access.
At this point the user should close the application and
open the tool again. The Visual Basic code and
initialization procedures will run immediately.
It is important to notice that macros are blocked by
default to protect the user from running malicious code.
If the user decides to enable all macros; he/she should
only open databases from reliable sources. It is a trade
between convenience and security.
The steps described in Section 2.1 are presented to
the user in a tabbed interface. These tabs are arranged
according to these steps. This type of layout allows the
user to not only follow the sequence of steps in a
natural fashion, but also to jump back to a particular
previous step to make specific modifications before re-
running the analysis. A description of the interface tabs
and associated steps follow.
Steps 1 and 2 – Identification of Scope and Element
When the user opens the Screening Tool, it will
initialize itself and all variables. After each analysis, the
user is advised to press the ‘‘Reset analysis’’ button, to
remove temporary tables and files and reinitialize the
program.
The first tab takes the user to the page where the first
two steps of the study are executed.
Identification of the Scope: Four options are
included: State, County, Township, and City. All
options, with the exception of State, will open a
small window displaying a list of individual counties,
TABLE 2
Calculating m, a, F, and I for Each of the Three Safety Criteria
Safety Measure Scope Mean Over-dispersion Confidence F Index I
Crash Frequency m5s/n v5Si(ci – m)
2/(n-1) a5(v-m)/m2, a$0 BetaDist(1/(1+am), 1/a, c) (c-m)/(c+am2)1/2
Crash Rate m5es/w a51/s BetaDist(1/(1+am), 1/a, c) (c-m)/(c+am2)1/2
Crash Proportion m5rs/d a52c/(rs)+1/r+1/s-3/d BetaDist(1/(1+am), 1/a, c) (c-m)/(c+am2)1/2
Figure 7 Macros Blocked Warning
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townships, or cities for the user to select. This version of
the tool only allows for the choice of one county,
township, or city.
Identification of the Element: This tool offers
different elements to be explored; four are of a
geographical nature (state, county, township, and city));
and five are related to the transportation infrastructure
(segments, intersections, intersection points, ramps, and
bridges). Depending on the scope selected by the user,
the ineligible elements are grayed out. For instance, if
the user selected City for the scope, then the element
options for State, County, and Township would be
automatically unavailable to the user.
When an element is chosen by the user, the
appropriate set of element selection criteria will also
be highlighted in the element selection criteria tab.
Step 3 – Defining the Crash Selection Criteria
This tab permits the user to define what types of
crashes are of interest for the study.
Presently, only a selected choice of commonly used
crash selection criteria is offered to the user. The tool
was developed in a way that allows for the easy
addition of further criteria, if desired.
The user should select only one option in each of the
seven framed categories presented. The option ‘‘All’’ is
the default in all categories, meaning that no restric-
tions are being imposed in those categories. As the user
selects different criteria, only the crashes that simulta-
neously satisfy all user-select criteria will be considered
in the safety study. For example, if the user marks
‘‘Truck Involved’’ and ‘‘Speeding,’’ only crashes invol-
ving speeding and trucks will be selected for the
analysis.
The ‘‘Time of Day’’ criteria let the user select up to
three different time intervals when the crashes take
place. If the user desires to specify time intervals of
interest, values can be entered by selecting a time field
by clicking on it, and then using either the mouse on the
arrows or pressing the up/down keyboard keys. The
time can be changed with a precision of minutes. After
the desired time is displayed, clicking on it will change
the time color to black, meaning it has been set. Fields
where the ‘‘To’’ time period is left as 0:00 will be
ignored. Also, the user should always start entering
time intervals using the top two fields and moving
downwards, as more time intervals are desired.
After the criteria for selection is established, the user
should press the ‘‘Extract Crash Data’’ button. Once the
extraction is completed, the button ‘‘View Extracted
Crashes’’ will allow the user to view a table containing
the crash data that satisfy the criteria.
Step 4 – Defining the Element Selection Criteria
This page permits the user to select specific condi-
tions for the infrastructure elements being considered in
the study. It follows the same concepts introduced in
the Crash Selection Criteria tab.
As the content of this page serves different groups of
elements, the group of constraints appropriate for the
Figure 8 Option to Enable Macros and VBA
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Figure 9 Scope/Element Tab
Figure 10 Crash Selection Criteria Tab
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elements selected in the ‘‘Scope/Element Tab’’ is high-
lighted in blue. The constraints that are not applicable
to the chosen elements will not be highlighted.
Figure 11 illustrates the case where segments were
chosen by the user. The available selection criteria for
segments are framed in blue, whereas the ones with
intersections and intersection points are not.
Similar to the ‘‘Crash Selection Criteria’’ page, the
value ‘‘All’’ is the default for all selection categories,
indicating that no restriction is being applied. Presently,
the user can select only one value for each framed
criteria group, and only elements that satisfy all user
selected criteria will be extracted for analysis.
After the selection criteria are properly marked, the
user should click on the ‘‘Extract Element Data’’
button. Like before, once the extraction is completed,
the button ‘‘View Extracted Elements’’ will allow the
user to view a table containing the element data that
satisfy the criteria.
Step 5 – Selecting the Metrics – Frequencies, Rates, and
Proportion Tabs
The Metrics tab takes the user to the selection of the
safety performance measures. Frequencies, the first
evaluation metric, are always calculated automatically,
so there is no need for any user input for this metric.
The program always calculates the annual frequency of
crashes that satisfy the user- defined crash selection
criteria for each element from the chosen scope that
satisfy the element selection criteria defined by the user.
A measure of statistical confidence for the frequency is
also indicated.
The Metrics tab takes the user directly to the second
evaluation metric. The page will automatically present
the user with the exposure measures available for the type
of element chosen by the user in the ‘‘Scope/Element’’ tab.
The inappropriate choices will be grayed out.
Similar to the Frequency tab, the program will
calculate, for each element in the selected scope and
satisfying the element selection criteria, the average
annual ratio between the counts of crashes satisfying
the crash selection criteria for that element and the
chosen measure of exposure for those elements.
Elements with missing measures of exposure will
have their rates left blank. A measure of statistical
confidence for the rates is also indicated.
Inside the proportions section of the Metrics tab, the
SNIP presents the user with a combined copy of the
Crash Selection Criteria. This time, each crash criteria
category is presented to the user only two possible
values. The user has a choice to leave the chosen
options as it is or select the option ‘‘All,’’ in which case
the reference crashes are expanded to all cases and no
longer restricted to the previously selected category.
Every time the user changes one of the previously
restrictive criteria to ‘‘All,’’ the number of reference
crashes may increase. The frequency of crashes in this
expanded reference crash type is the denominator in the
crash proportion. In the example shown in Figure 14,
Figure 11 Element Selection Criteria
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Figure 12 Metrics
Figure 13 Metrics – Rates
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Figure 14 Metrics - Proportions
Figure 15 Output Tables
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the user has selected ‘‘only fatal and incapacitating
injury’’ crashes with ‘‘truck involvement.’’ The user is
offered only the opportunity to change any of these two
selections to the value of ‘‘All.’’
After the new selections take place, the user should
click on the ‘‘Extract Reference Crashes’’ button. Like
before, once the extraction is completed, the button
‘‘View Reference Crashes’’ will allow the user to view a
table containing the reference crash data that satisfy the
criteria.
Step 6 – Evaluation of Results
Arriving at the Results Tab, the user should press the
button ‘‘Start Screening Calculations.’’ At this point, all
the three evaluation metrics will be calculated, as well as
the indicators for their confidence level. This is also
where the user finds the results of the screening process.
The output table includes detailed information about
all elements satisfying the element selection criteria in
the scope.
The user is also able to find how many of the studied
crashes have been assigned to each element, as well as
the safety performance values and the corresponding
confidence levels.
The element properties included in the results vary
with the type of element chosen. In the case of geographic
areas selected as elements, such as county, township, or
city, information about the population, area, and number
of registered vehicles are included. In the case of
infrastructure elements such as road segments, intersec-
tion points, intersections, ramps, and bridges, the latitude
and longitude coordinates will be provided. This
information will permit the table to be used as input for
visualization with ArcGIS or Google Earth. By pressing
the ‘‘Export Results to Access’’ button, the user will be
able to save the results to a file that can be imported to be
used by the clustering and visualization tools.
3 CLUSTERING TOOL
3.1 Introduction
The screening tool identifies which road elements
experience an excessive number of crashes; clustering
these elements into longer road sections may reveal
useful spatial regularities, that otherwise may go
unnoticed, and may be helpful to INDOT engineers
in scoping corridor improvement projects and other
safety-oriented programs.
It is important to note that elements with safety
needs should be clustered based on the safety perfor-
mance measures in order to obtain road clusters
relevant from the safety management point of view.
There are three basic safety measures that can be
used to identify road elements with an excessive number
of crashes of a certain category: crash frequency, crash
rate, and crash proportion. These measures were
introduced and discussed earlier in this report.
Crashes are subject to a strong random fluctuation
over time and two safety performance indices:
Confidence F and Index I, are proposed to estimate
the level of statistical confidence that the detected
excessive number of crashes indicates a systematic issue
rather than just the effect of random fluctuation.
Confidence F is the probability of a safety level equal
to or better than the one observed during the period of
analysis if the expected safety level in a long run is
average for the type of location and under the given
exposure. The higher the confidence F is, the stronger is
the evidence that the location experiences a real safety
problem. The values of F50.90 and higher are typically
used.
Index I is the difference between the safety observed
during the period of analysis and the safety expected
given the location type and exposure, divided by the
standard deviation of the difference estimate. It is a
simplified measure of Confidence F. The values I51.5
and higher provide sufficient evidence that the location
experiences a real safety problem.
Confidence F is calculated as BetaDist(1/(1+am), 1/a,
c), while Index I is calculated as (c-m)/(c+am2)1/2, where
a is the over-dispersion parameter, m is the average
crash count in a long run, and c is the actual crash
count in the period of analysis.
One of the important operations of clustering
road elements is evaluation of the safety level in
current clusters to be able to claim that the obtained
clusters experience excessive numbers of crashes. A
practical method of updating safety evaluation in
clusters is aggregation of safety measures. The exact
method, based on Confidence F, is statistically and
computationally troublesome because summation of
Gamma variables does not yield a Gamma variable,
and the convenient equivalency between Negative
Binomial and Beta distribution cannot be used. That
is why the Index I is calculated, which is easy to
update for clusters. The following equation is used








where values of (c2m)i and (c+am2)i are known for any
road element i and they are summed up for clusters. The
clustering algorithm is shown in Figure 16. It is
important to note that the clustering process is
controlled by two user-selected threshold values: I1
and I2. The recommended ranges are: (1.25-2) for I1 (0-
1.25) for I2 with the recommendation that I1.I2. The
user can restrict the clusters building only along the
same routes to follow the common practice in scoping
road projects. Other restrictions may be added to the
algorithm as needed. A list of clusters and their elements
is obtained based on the screening results, the network
topology, and the parameters set by the user.
The clustering tool’s requirements are presented
below; also, a description of the interface is shown. It
includes the data importation process, the user settings,
clustering calculation, and results.
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3.2 Running the Tool
A description of each necessary step to run the
process is shown below, which includes the user
settings, the open data files, the clustering calculation,
and the results.
Settings
The clustering process is controlled by two user-
selected threshold values: index I1 and index I2 or
threshold confidence F. I1 is used to control the end of
the process and is the minimum I value for the final
Figure 16 Clustering Algorithm Flowchart
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cluster. I2 and threshold F are used to control adding
elements. The user can select either I2 or threshold F
to control adding elements. The algorithm allows
adding elements that have I values greater than
threshold I2 or Confidence F value greater than
threshold F. The recommended ranges are: (1.25-2) for
I1; (0.5-0.7) for F; (0-1.25) for I2 with the recommen-
dation that I1.I2.
Thus, before running the clustering tool, there are
three basic settings needed: setting threshold I1,
selecting new element criteria (I2 or threshold F), and
allowing (or not) clustering crossing roads (Figure 17).
The user must also select the clustering variable
criteria selecting counts, rates or proportions and
allowing (or restricting) the clusters building along the
same routes to follow the common practice in scoping
road projects by selecting (deselecting) the ‘‘Allow
Clustering Crossing Roads’’ check box. Allowing this
option may lead to clusters that ‘‘turn’’ at an intersec-
tion to another state-administered route.
Selecting Files
Input to the clustering tool is included in the
screening tool results. One or more files with the results
must be selected. Clicking on the ‘‘Select Files’’ button
shown in Figure 18 opens the Windows file selection
window where the appropriate files can be selected. It is
important to note that it is necessary to open all the at
once by highlighting these using the control key and
pressing button Open.
Clustering
Once the settings and the data opening are done, the
‘‘Clustering’’ button is enabled. By clicking on it, the
clustering process begins. It is important to note that
this process may take several minutes. After it ends, the
user is asked to provide a file name and a folder to save
the results.
At the end of the clustering process a window opens
with a summary report that shows the total number of
clusters found, the total segments included, and the
total intersection points included, as shown in
Figure 19.
Results Table
The clustering process creates two datasets (tables):
the Segment table and the Intersection Points table.
Each table contains the Element ID and the Cluster
ID (ID of the cluster to which this element belongs).
These tables are used in the visualization process as
explained in Chapter 4.
4 VISUALIZATION OF THE RESULTS
The user has two options of visualization of the
results:
1. The visualization tool embedded in the SNIP package, or
2. External tools such as the ones provided by the ArcGIS.
Both the methods are explained in this chapter.
4.1 SNIP Visualization Tool
The results presentation is the final step of the Safety
Needs Identification Package. In this phase, the user
can visualize the results obtained in the screening or
clustering steps. This SNIP module is shown in
Figure 20 allows creating KML files for both the
screening and the clustering tools. KML is a file format
used to display geographic data in an Earth browser
such as Google Earth or Google Maps.
Settings
Before running the clustering tool, there are four
basic setting needed: color code settings: line width,
transparency and variable using for color coding.
Figure 17 Settings
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Figure 18 Data selecting
Figure 19 Clustering Summary
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The display settings include:
N Width of the displayed lane
N Level of transparency
N Criterion for adding elements to a cluster (I2 or threshold
F)
N Safety performance measure (frequency, rate, proportion)
N Enabling/disabling ranges of values
N Minimum and maximum values of the ranges
N Color displayed for the range
The user should be aware that changing between I
and F displays the default ranges of values, thus any
user-entered values will be wiped out.
Select files
Clicking on the ‘‘Select Files’’ button shown in
Figure 22 opens the Windows file selection window
where the user may select the files with the results for
display. Unlike in the case of clustering, where user has
to open all the files at once, this time - the files for
visualization can be converted to the KML format one
by one (multiple KML files created) or all at once (one
combined KML file created). Even in the case of
multiple files, the user can still displayed all the created
KML files in Google Earth simultaneously.
Creating KML File
Clicking on the ‘‘Create KML File’’ button opens the
Windows standard creating file window where you
should set the name of the new file to be created and
also select the folder to save it (Figure 23).
KML is a file format used to display geographic data
in a GIS browser such as Google Earth or Google
Maps. To display the result Google Earth must be
Figure 20 SNIP Visualization Tool
Figure 21 Changing Color Code
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Figure 22 Selecting Files for Visualization
Figure 23 Creating a KML file
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installed. If Google Earth is not installed, it can be
downloaded at no charge from the following web page:
http://www.google.com/earth/index.html.
Upon opening (double clicking) the SNIP-created
KML file (Google Earth is called automatically),
Google Earth displays the full extent of the KML file
with all the elements shown according to the user’s
settings. For zooming in, just double click on the zone
you want to zoom. The zoom level can also be
controlled with the mouse wheel.
By clicking on one of the displayed elements, a pop
up window with the calculated indexes and confidence
values and the element ID is shown (Figure 24).
For more information about how to use Google
Earth go to the following website: http://www.google.
com/earth/learn/.
4.2 ArcGIS Tools for Visualization
ArcGIS provides many visualization tools that can
accomplish this job. Among the various features
available in ArcGIS, the following three visualization
tools are widely used:
N Symbology
N Labels
N Selection By Attributes
Symbology refers to visualization of feature (i.e., a
single element), categories of elements, quantities, etc.,
by colors or symbols. Symbology has a special
procedure to prepare charts like bar charts or pie
charts to be shown as part of the individual element.
The step-by-step approach for ‘‘symbology’’ is pre-
sented as an example.
Step 1: Joining Output with Shape File
Open the output file and join with the existing shape
file that corresponds to it. Here, the segment shape file
needs to be joined with the output table that ranks the
rural two-way lanes having narrow shoulders. For
joining purposes, the CFID from the segment file
should match with the CFID in the output file.
Step 2: Select Symbology Settings
After the output table is joined with the segment
table, right click on the joined shape file and click on
‘‘Properties.’’
Click on the ‘‘Symbology’’ tab and then to
‘‘Quantities’’ and ‘‘graduated colors.’’ Now the user
needs to add the total crash field (or any other field to
symbolize) as input for ‘‘Field.’’ The user may choose a
specific color ramp for symbology. For example ‘‘red to
green’’ ramp can show the high crashes in red and low
crashes in green.
ArcGIS provides options for user-defined and
standard classification for Symbology. In order to
change the default classification scheme and values user
needs to ‘Classify’ button. The classification window
will appear. Under the drop-down list in ‘Classification’
window there are a number of options for classification
methods, for example; Equal Interval, Quantile,
Natural Breaks etc. Also there is an option called
Figure 24 KML file displayed in Google Earth
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‘Manual’ for user defined classification setting. User
can see the distribution of the ‘Index’ in the window
along with vertical lines showing the current classifica-
tion (Figure 27).
Also when ‘Manual’ option is selected user can slide
the vertical line by mouse drag and change the upper/
lower limits for a particular class.
Click ‘‘apply’’ once and all of the parameters for
symbology are selected. Now, the user will be able to
see the high crash location in red (see Figure 28).
5. EXAMPLE STUDY
In this chapter, we demonstrate the SNIP applied to
two studies: 1) identification of Indiana rural road
segments with excessive numbers of nighttime (dark
conditions) crashes and 2) identification of Indiana
urban roads with excessive numbers of rear-end
crashes. Complete step-by-step explanations of all the
operations to screen the Indiana state network, to
cluster the high-crash roads, and to display the
obtained results are provided for the first study of
nighttime crashes. Only the results of the second study
are presented.
5.1 Nighttime Crashes Study
The specific conditions for this case study are listed
below:
N Scope: Indiana
N Element: segments and intersection points
N Crash selection criteria: crashes in dark/not lighted
conditions
N Road selection criteria: rural two-lane and multilane
roads and intersection points on these roads
Figure 25 Joining Shape File with Output
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N Safety performance measures: crash frequency, crash
rate, proportion in all crashes
N Exposure for segments: VMT
N Exposure for intersections: volume of entering traffic
Screening network
Start the SNIP program and click on the ‘‘Start
Screening’’ button as shown in Figure 29.
Before running the analysis, the database was
compacted to reduce the tables to their original
conditions and to eliminate the space taken by
temporary tables used in intermediate calculations. To
complete this operation, go to the main control menu of
Microsoft Access and click the option ‘‘’’Manage/
Compact and Repair Database’’ (Figure 30, version
2007 shown). If at any point during the analysis Access
fails to display the current results (the table remains
empty or it displays old results), the user should stop
the analysis and recompress the database. After the
process of recompression is completed, the user should
reset the analysis by pressing the Reset button in the
Scope/Element tab and should redo the last analysis
from the beginning.
The screening analysis starts by going to the tab
‘‘Scope/Element’’ and selecting STATE for the Scope as
and the class of elements as being SEGMENTS
(Figure 31 and Figure 32).
Then move to the ‘‘Crash Selection Criteria’’ tab and
select the Light Conditions as being ‘‘Dark/ not
Lighted’’. Leave all other conditions preselected as
‘‘All’’ (Figure 33). Pressing the ‘‘Extract Crash Data’’
button (Figure 34) will extract the crash data of
interest.
The user should then wait until a small pop-up
window displays the message that the data extraction is
finished (Figure 35). The button ‘‘View Extracted
Crashes’’ will become visible and let the user review
Figure 26 Choosing Setting for Symbology
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the crashes that happened during dark hours, in not
lighted conditions.
At this point, he/she should proceed to the ‘‘Element
Selection Criteria tab’’.
In the ‘‘Element Selection Criteria’’ Tab, the user will
be interested in the Rural Two Lane and Rural
Multilane’’ Segment Types. In this first version of the
tool, only one type of segment can be analyzed at a
time. So the user will perform the analysis first for
Rural Two Lane and then repeat the process for Rural
Multilane.
At this point, the user selects the ‘‘Rural Two Lane’’
(Figure 36) and leaves all other options as ‘‘All’’. The
user will then press the ‘‘Extract Element Data’’ button
(Figure 37) and once more wait for the pop-up window
that indicates that the data extraction is complete.
The user now should have the crash and element data
available for analysis and needs to go to the ‘‘Metrics’’
Tab to select the measure of exposure that will be
adopted in the rate calculations. Since the class of
elements chosen was Segments, the available measures
of exposure are ‘‘Length’’ and ‘‘VMT.’’ For this
analysis, we choose ‘VMT’’ (Figure 38).
The last step in the metrics selection process is the
choice of the crash population that will be considered
for those proportion calculations. These crashes will be
the standard against which the crashes extracted using
the Crash Selection Criteria will be displayed as a
percentage of. In our analysis, we wish to look at all
crashes. We notice that the field for Light Conditions
will have all options except for ‘‘Dark/Lights off’’ (our
choice in the ‘‘Crash Selection Criteria’’) tab and ‘‘All’’
grayed out. We choose ‘‘All’’ (Figure 39).
After pressing the ‘‘Extract Reference Crashes’’
button, the user should wait until the ‘‘Finished Data
Extraction’’ popup shows (Figure 35).
The user is now ready to start the calculation of
frequencies, rates, and proportions for crashes in dark
(no lighting) conditions that occurred on the two-lane
rural segments in the state.
For the analysis to start, the user should go to the
‘Results’’ Tab and press the ‘‘Start Screening
Calculations’’ button. It will take a few minutes for
the creation of several intermediate tables. The user
may occasionally see a few messages like the one
displayed in Figure 40, warning that existing tables
(from previous analyses) will be deleted. The user
should always press the ‘‘Yes’’ button to proceed with
the analysis.
Once the creation process is completed, a message
that the calculations are finished will pop up. After
pressing OK, the user will see the final results table.
Figure 27 Classification Settings in Symbology
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Figure 28 Final Results of Symbology in Map
Figure 29 SNIP – Screening tool calling
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This table, based on the selections of this example, will
contain all of the rural two-lane segments in Indiana,
the basic segment identifiers, and the number of crashes
meeting the dark/no lighting conditions assigned to
them. The significance levels and indexes for crash
frequency, crash rates (by VMT in this example), and
crash proportions (as a percentage of all crashes in
those segments in this example), are also displayed
(Figure 41).
The Results file can then be exported as a MS Access
File by pressing the button ‘‘Export Results to Access
Figure 30 Compact Database Using MS. Access Menu
Figure 31 SCOPE 5 State
Figure 32 Element 5 Segments
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File’’ that will become visible right next to the ‘‘Start
Screening Calculations’’ button (Figure 42).The default
name for the exported file will be Seg_result.accdb for
segments and IntP_result.accdb for intersection points,
but the user can save the results table with any name of
his/her choice.
The user will then repeat all the former steps selecting
Segment Type as ‘‘Rural Multilane’’ to obtain the
second segment type. At the end of the process, another
Results Table will be created for the new segment type
of choice. This file should also be exported to a MS
Access file using the above described procedure. The
file should have a different name from the one
containing the rural two-lane segments (Figure 43).
The steps for the analysis of rural intersection points
is identical, except that the choices of element is
‘‘Intersection Point’’ (Figure 44), the choice of
‘‘Intersection Rural or Urban’’ in the ‘‘Element
Figure 33 Light Condition chosen as Dark/not Lighted
Figure 35 Data Extraction is Complete
Figure 34 Extract Crashes of Interest
Figure 36 Select Segment Type as Rural Two Lane
Figure 37 Extract Element Data Button
Figure 38 Measure of Exposure chosen as VMT
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Selection Criteria’’ tab should be ‘‘Rural’’ (Figure 45).
The only measure of exposure available for Intersection
Points will be ‘‘Volume of Traffic,’’ which the user
should choose (Figure 46).
After the new choices are made, running the case will
produce a third results table, which can also be
exported to a MS Access file using the export button
described in Figure 42 and Figure 43. A third name,
reflecting the choice of interesection points should be
used. These three files will later be used by the
clustering and visualization tool.
Clustering high-crash locations by using the Clustering
Tool
The initial values needed by the clustering process
were set up as follows: Option F for controlling adding
elements; I1 5 1.25; F50.5; and Allow Cluster to
Switch Roads, as shown in Figure 47. Then the files of
the screening tool results were opened.
Once the settings and the data import were
completed, the clustering process was run. At the end
of the clustering process, a Summary window appears
with a summary report showing the total number of
clusters found, the total segments included, and the
total intersection points included, as shown in
Figure 48.
Visualization using KML files
The initial values needed by the embedded visualiza-
tion process were set up as the default values for
variable I, as shown in Figure 49.
Figure 50 shows the high-crash rural non-freeway
locations in Indiana according to the color code shown
in Figure 49.
Figure 51 shows the high-crash rural non-freeway
locations in Porter County and Figure 52 shows the
high-crash locations during dark conditions on US-6
near Valparaiso. Figure 53 presents clusters obtained
for this area.
Visualization of Safety Screening Output by ArcGIS
Convert Output to .dbf Format
In order to visualize the standard screening and
clustering results on an ArcGIS map by using the
standard visualization technique (symbology), the
results must be imported to ArcGIS and then joined
with the existing network shape file. ArcGIS supports
many different non-GIS formats but the most com-
monly used are dbf, xls, and csv. Of these three types, a
file in the .dbf format can be seamlessly joined with an
existing shape attribute table; thus, the screening and
clustering results for display should be in this format.
In this example, the screening results were saved in
the MS Excel format. Standard MS Excel tools do not
have the capability to export into the .dbf format.
Therefore, the Excel file must be opened in MS Access
and then saved as a .dbf file. Figure 54 shows the
screening results in the Excel format for rural two- and
multilane roads.
Open the MS Access and create a blank database.
You may also import the file into an existing Access
database. Click on the tab ‘‘External Data’’ and then
click on the Excel logo. A window ‘‘Get External Data-
Excel Spreadsheet’’ will appear. Click on ‘‘browse’’
button and locate the Excel file (screening output) to be
imported into MS Access (Figure 55).
Figure 39 Choice of All Light Conditions for Proportion
Calculations
Figure 40 Writing Overwrite Message
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Once the Excel file is converted to an MS Access
table, export the table as a .dbf file. Figure 56 shows the
snapshot of the exporting procedure. Here the table
‘‘Intersection Points’’ is the imported screening results
from the Excel file. Before exporting as .dbf file user
needs to make sure that all field names are unique in the
table (to be exported) and also have 8 (eight) or less
number of characters. This is the basic requirement to
successfully export into a .dbf file. The newly created
files are SEG.dbf with segments and INTERSEC.dbf
with intersection points.
It is important to note that the standard screening
results were originally created as a MS Access table,
and then this file was saved as an Excel file (recall
Figure 41 and Figure 43). Since for visualization
purposes a .dbf file is critical, it is worthwhile to export
the standard screening output file directly to the .dbf
format.
Adding Required Data in ArcMap
Once the .dbf files are created, add both the SEG.dbf
and INTERSEC.dbf files in ArcMap (see Figure 57).
Also add the network and intersection shape files.
There now should be two GIS layers (i.e. shape files)
and two non-GIS data tables (i.e., output file in .dbf
format) in the ArcMap.
Joining Non-GIS Data with GIS Attribute Table
In the following few sections, the procedure to
visualize the rural two-lane and multilane roads with
nighttime crashes is shown. The same procedure needs
to be followed for the intersection points on these roads
to visualize all the results.
The two .dbf output tables for segments and
intersection points contain six safety performance
measures calculated for each road element included in
these tables: confidence F calculated for the crash
Figure 41 Final Results Table
Figure 42 Export to MS Access button
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Figure 43 Exporting Results to MS Access
Figure 44 Choosing Intersection Points
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frequency, rate, and proportion, and index I also
calculated for the crash frequency, rate and proportion.
For visualization purposes, two files are needed: (1)
the .dbf output table (which is specific to a particular
screening operation) and (2) the GIS attribute table of
the network shape file. ArcGIS has the capability to
create a virtual table made of these two tables by
joining them via a common variable. Right-click on the
network layer and click ‘‘Join’’ and then select the
common variable (column) in both the tables. Here, the
join variable is ‘‘CFID’’ (Figure 58 and Figure 59).
Any visualization operation can be made easily on
such a joint table. After finishing the visualization
operation, the user can easily separate the two datasets.
Once the tables are joined together, the symbology
operation can proceed. Figure 60 shows a joined table
view for segments.
Selecting Map Settings for Visualization
Right click on the joined table and click on
‘‘Properties.’’ Click on ‘‘Symbology’’ tab and then click
on ‘‘Quantities’’ and ‘‘Graduated Colors.’’
The user must select the name of the variable which
he wants to visualize. Click on the drop-down list for
Field values and select the variable ‘‘Index of Crash
Rate.’’
The overall range of the values for this variable will
be automatically determined and broken into several
ranges with corresponding initial symbols, labels, and
colors (see Figure 61) arranged in ascending order. The
user can change these initial settings.
In the presented example, red was selected as the
color for high index values (1.5 and more), orange for
intermediate values (1.25-1.5), light green for low values
(0.85- 1.25), or dark green for very low values (,0.85).
These colors and the corresponding symbol/color
legend are on subsequent maps with the displayed
results.
Visualization in Maps Standard Screening and
Clustering Output
Once all of the settings for Symbology are selected,
click ‘‘Apply’’ to start visualization. Figure 62 shows
the high-crash rural non-freeway locations in Indiana.
Locations with higher crash rates are shown in red
(.1.5) or orange (1.25-1.5).
For better identification, we may now label the road
based on segment name. Right click ‘‘Properties’’ and
then ‘‘Label.’’ Select Road name (SEGNAME) as
‘‘Label Field’’ and click the check box ‘‘Label
Features in This Layer’’ (Figure 63).
Once labeling is completed, zoom into the Porter
County area for a closer look. Figure 64 shows the
spatial distribution of crashes on rural two-lane and
multilane roads under the dark condition. We can
easily find locations (US-6 and State Road 130) having
high indices of crash rate (1.25 and higher).
We can also symbolize the intersection points and
segments together in ArcMap. We need to follow the
same procedure for intersections and bring these two on
the map.
Finally, let’s zoom to a section of US-6 road near
Valparaiso (Figure 65).
The output from clustering has been symbolized
similar to the standard screening. The results of
clustering are shown in Figure 66. The cluster IDs are
labeled instead of segment name in this case. The
indices for crash rates for individual clusters are used to
symbolize the segments. The clustering has been done
such that none of the clusters has the Index I of crash
rate lower than 1.25. Un-clustered segments are not
shown. We have chosen only two ranges (1.25-1.5) and
(I .1.5) for cluster visualization.
Figure 45 Choosing Rural Intersection Points
Figure 46 Volume of Traffic is the Only Exposure for Intersection Points and Intersections
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Figure 47 Selecting Files for Clustering
Figure 48 Clustering Summary
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Figure 49 Embedded visualization tool settings
Figure 50 High-crash rural non-freeway locations in Indiana
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Figure 51 Porter County: High-crash Rural Locations in Dark Conditions
Figure 52 High-crash locations during dark conditions on US-6 near Valparaiso, IN
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It can be seen from Figure 66 that the individual
segments shown in Figure 65 have been grouped
together into clusters, each having a unique cluster ID
to differentiate between them. Also, it is obvious from
the figure that some elements are excluded from the
cluster due to an overall low index of crash rate (i.e.,
lower than the minimum threshold value). The cluster-
ing process emphasizes the spatial pattern of high-crash
locations that helps scoping the potential safety
improvement projects.
5.2 Screening Results for Rear End Collisions on
Urban Roads
The following example shows the standard screening
and clustering results for rear-end crashes on urban
roads in Indiana. The demonstration focuses on
Tippecanoe County. The specific conditions for this
case study are listed below:
N Scope: Indiana
N Element: segments
N Crash selection criteria: rear-end manner of collision
N Road selection criteria: urban roads
N Safety performance measures: crash frequency, crash rate
(only displayed), proportion in all crashes
N Exposure for segments: VMT
The screening, clustering, and visualization proce-
dures are similar to the ones presented in Section 5.1. The
figures shown below compare the high-crash segments
before and after clustering at the county and corridor
levels. The upper images in each figure have been created
Figure 53 Clusters during dark conditions on US-6 near Valparaiso, IN
Figure 54 Screening output in the Excel format
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Figure 55 Importing Output file in Access
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Figure 56 Export Access Table to DBF File
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Figure 57 Adding Output Files in ArcMap
Figure 58 Joining Attributes
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Figure 59 Specifying Inputs for Joining
Figure 60 Joined Table View (Segment Table + Segment Screening Output)
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Figure 61 Selecting Settings for Symbology (Rural Road Segments Crash Rate under Dark Not-lighted Conditions)
Figure 62 Dark-unlighted Crash Rates on Rural Two-lane and Multilane Roads
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Figure 63 Labeling Segment Names
Figure 64 Porter County: High-crash Rural Locations in Dark Conditions
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with the SNIP embedded visualization tool based on the
Google Earth satellite images, while the bottom images
have been created using the ArcGIS tools and the shape
files taken from the CRS database. The minor differ-
ences between the upper and bottom results have been
caused by using different ranges of I values to display the
color codes. Figure 67 shows the screening results before
clustering, and Figure 68 shows the results after cluster-
ing for Tippecanoe County. Figure 69 shows the screen-
ing results before clustering and Figure 70 after
clustering for two segments crossing each other sections
on routes US-52 and IN-26 in Lafayette.
Figure 65 High-crash locations during dark conditions on US-6 near Valparaiso, IN
Figure 66 Clustered Segments Having High Index of Crash Rate, Near Valparaiso, IN
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Figure 67 Segments before Clustering; Rear-End Crash Rates, Tippecanoe County
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Figure 68 Segments after Clustering; Rear-End Crash Rates, Tippecanoe County
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Figure 69 Segments before Clustering; Rear-End Crash Rates, US-52 and SR 26 in Lafayette
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Figure 70 Segments after Clustering; Rear-End Crash Rates, US-52 and SR 26 in Lafayette
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